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TRIPLE STREAM
GANDHI - MEDIA'S PEERLESS PARAGON
I. V. Chalapati Rao *
Today when we talk of journalism British judge in South Africa asked him to
and the functioning of the Fourth Estate the remove his turban, he wrote to the
following evils stare us in the face:
newspapers and garnered sympathy. Soon he
realised that he should actively associate
1. Overdose of commercialization/ News for himself with a newspaper to organise the
money
public opinion and to educate the people
2. Sensationalism and bias (Bad news is good who were subjected to injustice and ill
for media business)
treatment.
3. Preoccupation with violence and
consumerism
At the age of 35 he edited Indian
4. Trial by the Media
Opinion, a weekly in South Africa, to
5. Distortion of truth, speculation and educate and unify the Indians in that country
prediction
and spread civic and political awareness
6. Commitment to a political party or creed among them. He always insisted that their
7. Excessive coverage of the tinsel world and protest should be based upon non-violence
lionisation of celluloid and sports and legality. As he knew that most of them
personalities.
could not understand English he also ran a
Gujarati edition. In them he discussed his
Shall we call them the seven deadly philosophy of Sathyagraha. The paper was
sins?
read in India by the senior leaders of freedom.
Mahatma Gandhi was an ideal
journalist. For a long period of 40 years he
played his inspiring role as an editor. He could
write in four languages - English, Hindi,
Gujarati and Urdu. He spent 21 years in South
Africa.

Although Gandhiji increased the
circulation of the paper, he was opposed to
commercial values. He did not accept
advertisements because he knew that they
would compromise his independence and
make him responsible for the exaggerated
claims of the products benefitting the society.

In the beginning in South Africa he
used to send letters to the authorities and the
He said : "Journalism should never
newspapers on events. For example when the be prostituted for selfish ends or for the sake
TRIVENI
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of carrying a livelihood. Whatever happens
to the editor or the journal it should express
the news of the country and the considered
opinion of the Editor irrespective of the
consequences". According to him journalism
is a sacred profession. For him it was a mission
to enlighten and generate public opinion in
favour of a good cause.

his views and the news spread far and wide.
Speaking about Gandhiji's leadership in India
a Chinese journalist wrote: "People look to
Jawaharlal Nehru, Jawaharlal Nehru looks to
Gandhi and Gandhi looks only to God".

The famous American journalists
Louis Fischer and John Gunthor used to
interview Gandhiji frequently . Louis Fischer
Gandhiji's style of writing was was on friendly terms with Gandhiji. He wrote
eminently suited to mass communication and Gandhiji's biography. Once when he met him,
soul communication. His words touched the Gandhiji hamourously asked him "Your
sympathetic chords of the heart. That was president (Roosevelt) often talks about the
the power of truth. His language was simple Four Freedoms. Do they include freedom to
be free?” Indirectly it was an enquiry whether
and clear.
the president of America supports the cause
Then came the Young India in of the Indian struggle for Independence. This
English, Hindi and Gujarati. Through English comment must have reached the American
he could influence the nation and the president.
international opinion. Through Hindi and
Gandhiji brought to journalism the
Gujarati he could make an impact on the
highest qualities of the noble profession minds of his less educated countrymen. His
respect for truth, observance of objectivity,
views reached the four corners of India and
courage in crisis, adherence to truth and nonprepared the people for the struggle for
violence, pursuit of public causes, support to
Independence. Navjeevan, the vernacular
the poor and the voiceless, generation of the
edition, reached the poor farmers and
right kind of public opinion and freedom from
workers. He also started Harijan, another
the taint of commercialism.
paper to remove untouchability and to treat
them as equals in society. Harijans are
It is in his book Hind Swaraj that he
'children of God'. But today they prefer to be
explained
his ideas on the need for non-violent
called 'dalits'.
struggle for India's freedom and what he
Well known journalists of England meant by Swaraj. He subsequently
and America used to interview him and publish developed these ideas with articles in Indian
in the papers of their countries. Those were Opinion, Young India and Harijan.
the days when the Radio, Television and
Internet did not make their appearance. In
spite of the absence of these powerful media,
TRIVENI
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forms of oppression and injustice against
peasants, women, untouchables, bonded
labourers and others. It also meant freedom
from violence, liquor, untruth, injustice and
other vices. Thus Gandhiji meant by Swaraj
'full self-control'. In short, it is spiritualization
of politics.
Gandhiji brought glory to the
profession of journalism. He is Media's
peerless paragon. His message is "There
cannot be political emancipation of India
without ethical regeneration of Indians". To
go back to Gandhi is the right step to go
forward. Today journalism needs
introspection and course correction.
Speaking about his contributions to
journalism Gandhi said "I cannot recall a
word in those articles set down without
thought or deliberation are a word of
conscious exaggeration or anything merely

to please indeed. The journal has become a
training for me for self restraint". He believed
that the sole aim of journalism should be
serious. Naturally the business side of the
journal caused anxiety.
Gandhi's The Story My Experiments
With Truth ranks high among the world's great
books. In its transparently it can be compared
to Rousseua's 'Confessions'. According to
the British Scholar Brailford, "In this book
he will live far posterity as the noblest and the
bravest character of his time".
Today newspaper editorials are
written in artificial style - bombastic and
dressed up language. Such style came to be
called 'journalism'. Gandhi never used
unfamiliar and farfetched words. Like his life
his style was simple and plain - right word in
the right place to express but not to impress.

***

A SALUTE TO TEACHERS
M.G.Narasimha Murthy*
Since times immemorial , in every land,
Saints and teachers, enlightened,
Have shown the way by lighting the lamp
Of knowledge and wisdom, true and fair,
To faltering mankind, mired in ignorance;
In situations painful and conflicting,
Unable to choose between right and wrong.
In the tradition of true teachers
Of all religions the world has seen,
* Retired Principal, Hyderabad
TRIVENI

A luminous star, Dr.Radhakrishnan,
Rose on the glorious Indian horizon,
Guided the world with knowledge,
ancient and modern,
In the light of the Vedas and Upanishads
As well as the wise doctrines of other religions.
Great Plato's ideal of a philosopher king,
Was realized when he was elevated
To our nation's highest position as President,
An inspiring teacher, par excellence,
Unfailing light to future generations.
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MY EXPERIENCES WITH KALAM (PEOPLE'S MAN)
K. Ramarao*
Avul Pakir Jainalubdin Abdul Kalam
(Popularly known as A P J A Kalam) was born
in a poor family. He knew what poverty is but
that never broke his spirit. He was upright,
honest, hard working with integrity. He never
lost his cool and all that he would say, if he
was not happy was, 'what a funny fellow you
are!' .
As a Classmate and Roommate
during the Engineering Studies and later on in
Govt. Service and as President of India, he
solidly stood for virtuousness and took a stand
for what he thought was right in spite of the
pressures from the Government of the day.
I will give a small experience of mine
to illustrate his integrity. He was the Director
of DRDL (Defence Research & Development
Laboratory) at Hyderabad, the premier lab
of DRDO, heavily engaged in the
development of long range missiles. I was
Associate Director at that time. I invited him
for the marriage of my daughter in local
Function Hall. (Muhurtham at 10 A.M). He
promptly came few minutes before 10 A.M.
blessed the couple, presented a book to my
daughter as a gift. He sat for few minutes and
told me that he has to leave. I protested and

lunch and leave. Then he told me that his taxi
is waiting and the charges will go up if he stays
longer and asked me to let him go. I was dumb
stuck by his reply. He was the Director of
premier lab, with a rank of Additional
Secretary to Govt. of India and chooses to
hire a taxi to attend my function! He
considered this as private function and
therefore should not use his Govt. car. That is
how great this Bharata Ratna was. The only
other Bharat Ratna who never used Govt.
property for private use was Sir
Mokshagundam Visvesrayya, the renowned
Engineer and Statesman. He kept two pens,
one filled with Govt. ink for signing Govt. files,
and the other filled with his own ink to be used
for his personal writings!

Another experience of mine was in
1982, when the Prime Minister of India Smt.
Indira Gandhi along with Sri R. Venkataraman,
then Defence Minister, visited DRDL. As
protocol demands the Chief Minister of the
State Shri N.T.Ramarao also accompanied
her with his officials. We planned the visit in
such way that P.M can see all the critical
technologies at one place, instead of her
visiting all the laboratories spread over vast
area, which is time consuming. Kalam
received the P.M at the entrance, followed
by me as the Director of Management
* Associate Director (Retd.), DRDL,
Services. When P.M was about to enter the
Hyderabad
TRIVENI
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secret Demonstration room, Kalam
mentioned that as a Head of the Govt. P.M
has every right to see all the technologies
demonstrated. Similarly the Defence Minister
can see all the technologies as head of the
Defence Department. But others who came
along with her as well as the Chief Miinister
and his staff have no security clearance and
asked her what he should do! Prime Minister
said "You are right, Kalam, please do not
allow anybody else except the two".
Immediately Kalam turned towards me and
said "Please take everybody including her
personal staff to my office and make them
comfortable". He also said "Talk to N T R in
telugu as you are also a teluguman!" N T R
sat in a Sofa with a long face and at a little
distance another man sat. I wanted to start a
small talk with the man next to me, and asked
in telugu Annagari arogyam elaga undi
meaning how is NTR'S health. He
immediately exploded saying who is this
Annagaru, I have no idea. Immediately I
knew I made a blunder. Later on I came to
know, that man was Shri Dhavan, Prime
Minister's Personal Secretary who later
became an M.P. I thought it is better to
disappear slowly from the scene. I am
mentioning this just to show how much Kalam
was a stickler for rules.
Another feature of Kalam is his
abundant love for Tamil language, his mother
tongue. Nabbi Muslims of Tamilnadu only

speak Tamil and not Urudu or English. In this
connection I am reminded of an incident that
took place soon after he took over as
Director, DRDL. The local Muslim brothers
were elated and wanted to felicitate him. They
came in a group and met Kalam, They
immediately broke into chaste Urudu and
started saying Janab aap aaya hum bahut
kush hogaya etc. etc. Kalam did not follow
what they were saying and asked me what
they were talking about. I told him that they
were praising him. After few minutes he gave
them a namaskar and left. What a difference
compared to present day politicians who are
prepared to wear any cap to suit the occasion
and wear any kind of upper dress at Iftar
parties. Kalam was secular to the core.
There are many memories we enjoyed
as roommates and sometimes we quarreled
on petty things. After joining Govt. service
together, and watching him blossom into a
finest flower, one can imagine, my respect
for him grew enormously. It takes lot of pages
to narrate our college days. Suffice to say that
I am fortunate to have his company and see
him grow into a power house of energy. He
travelled to every corner of India; spoke to
crores of young boys and girls with single
minded devotion to make India great. He only
had a couple of shoes and few pants and shirts
and hundreds of books when he passed away.
But the legacy he left behind is higher than
Everest.

***
If we don't start, it's certain we can't arrive.- Zig Ziglar

TRIVENI
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BHARAT TRULY LOST A RATNA IN DR APJ ABDUL KALAM
Dr I. Satyasree*
While paying rich tributes to Dr APJ
Abdul Kalam, Hon'ble Prime Minister, Sri
Narendra Modi said "Bharat has lost a Ratna."
This is quite true as India lost Dr A.P.J.Abdul
Kalam (1931-2015) an eminent scientist
turned national leader. He was a humanist to
the core that he was a man of simple living
and high thinking is evident in the way he led
his illustrious life. It is a well known fact that
Dr Kalam was not after materialistic
possessions. It is now revealed that the things
he possessed were: a wrist watch, six pants,
four shirts, three suits and a pair of shoes. Dr
Kalam did not have an AC or a fridge or a
TV or a car; nor did he own any property. Dr
Kalam's former media advisor SM Khan
states, "He would never accept a gift, save a
book, and whenever somebody brought him
a packed gift and tried to pass it off as a book,
he insisted on examining what was inside.
Anything other than the book was politely
returned." Dr Kalam was a voracious reader
and had a huge collection of 2500 books. He
published several books, which became very
popular. Some of the titles are: Wings of Fire;
India 2020; Ignited Minds; The Luminous
Sparks; Mission India; Inspiring Thoughts.

President". When R.K.Laxman, the
distinguished cartoonist, was conferred with
the most prestigious Padma Vibhushan in
2005, he was not in good health and could
not get on to the dais. Dr Kalam, the then
President of India, leaving all protocol, walked
down to Laxman to hand over the medallion.
This incident is a mirror to his humbleness.
Referring to this rare incident, The Hindu
carried a photograph of R.K. Laxman, who
was wheel-chair bound, and Dr Kalam,
presenting him the medallion and published
these lines in his honour: "On many occasions
through the investiture ceremony, the President
showed he is truly a "People's President" by
breaking the protocol and coming forth to
present the roll of honour and the medallion
to the awardees either out of sheer respect
for them or because the person appeared
unwell or was on a wheelchair".

16 Doctorates were conferred on Dr
Kalam, which is a testimony to his deep
erudition and scientific temper. His research
work at DRDL, DRDO and ISRO and in the
areas of Rocket Launch Systems and India's
Civil Space Program is truly commendable.
He has contributed to Military Missile
Dr Kalam was known for his humility Development and is remembered and revered
and is fondly referred to as "People's as the Missile Man of India.
* Editor, Triveni
TRIVENI
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After completing his five-year term
as the 11th President of India, he took to
writing, teaching and public service. He had a
passion for teaching and whenever he got an
opportunity, he used to interact with young
students and would inspire them to do great
things. He became a visiting professor at IIMs
at Ahmedabad, Indore and Shillong. It was at
IIM Shillong, where he was delivering a lecture
on 'Livable Planet', that he breathed his last.
Srijan Pal Singh, Advisor to Dr
Kalam, was with him on his last journey. Srijan
reminisces his conversation with Dr Kalam
thus:"Often he would ask me, "You are young,
decide what will you like to be remembered
for?" I kept thinking of new impressive
answers, till one day I gave up and resorted
to tit-for-tat. I asked him back, "First you tell
me, what will you like to be remembered for?
President, Scientist, Writer, Missile man, India

2020, Target 3 billion…. What?" I thought I
had made the question easier by giving options,
but he sprang on me a surprise. "Teacher," he
said.
Srijan continues: Then something he
said two weeks back when we were
discussing about his missile time friends. He
said, "Children need to take care of their
parents. It is sad that sometimes this is not
happening." He paused and said, "Two things.
Elders must also do. Never leave wealth at
your deathbed - that leaves a fighting family.
Second, one is blessed if one can die working,
standing tall without any long drawn ailing.
Goodbyes should be short, really short."
Yes, Dr Kalam is the blessed one and
his wish was granted as he left while in harness.
He was standing tall, a towering personality,
and his Goodbye was really, really short!

***

THE GALLOWS
Manojna Potturi*
I stand dilapidated
Barely erect
Reminiscing memories all day
Not memories of mine
But those I overheard
Before I took them away
I remember the hag
And her crying granddaughters
* 14 year old, Hyderabad
TRIVENI

I explicitly remember the feel of her head
I remember the beggar
And his loyal canine
Which howled endlessly
after he dropped dead
I also remember that man
Of a heart of cold stone
Without guilt or any mercy
That man who pulled
As I relented
And made another memory
OCT. - DEC. 2015
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ABDULKALAM'S SPEECH ON EUROPEAN UNION
PARLIAMENT -THE BEST SPEECH EVER IN WORLD
Dr. Abdul Kalam, President of India, Where there is righteousness in the heart
addressed the European Union Parliament on There is beauty in the character.
When there is beauty in the character,
24 April 2007.
There is harmony in the home.
Good Morning Ladies and When there is harmony in the home.
Gentleman, I am indeed delighted to be with There is an order in the nation.
the Honourable Members of European When there is order in the nation,
Parliament on the occasion of the Golden There is peace in the world.
Jubilee year of the European Union. I am Reply of the Chairperson EU:
reminded of the dream of the Indian poet
“Mr President Abdul Kalam, in the
Kanniyan Poongundranar who articulated name of the European Parliaments, I want to
in 3000 years back in Tamil Classic thank you for this important and inspiring
Purananuru. He says Yathum Oorae speech. This was one of the most
Yavarum Kaeleer which means "I am a extraordinary speeches we have ever heard.
World Citizen, Every Citizen is my own kith From a Statesman, Scientist and poet this is
and kin" he said three thousand years back. unique. All the best to this great nation India.
As he said, in India,
All the best to all cooperation between the
great nation India and the European Union.
All the best Mr. President”.
***

WHEN DISTRESS FOLLOWS EMPATHY
B.V. Prithvi*
Against overwhelming odds,
Acknowledged by goodness,
Still he remained a black hole,
And black hole - I mean it all!!!
For the odds to wash away,
And created by human race,
* Student, Srinidhi Institute of Science & It needs bright limelight,
To keep hearts tight and right...
Technology, Hyderabad

When distress follows empathy,
Tremor and shiver of the fear,
That he might come to conquer,
Into the deepest veins of heart,
And make him sober apart...

TRIVENI
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FOURTH ESTATE THEN AND NOW
KSN Murty*
Democracy is a form of government
in which people are the masters of their own
elected representatives. It is a government of
the people, for the people and by the people.
The present democratic governments
established that democracy is off the people,
to buy the people, and keep far the people.
In a democratic form of government the three
important wings are the Legislature, the
Executive and the Judiciary. A thin contour
separates the three limbs of the Government.
Now the contour is conked out. They are
functioning on quid pro quo and not for the
welfare of the people, resulting in confusion
and quandary.

India against the atrocities of British Empire
and thereby to achieve independence. In
those days there was only print media. More
importance was given to the credence,
accuracy and genuineness of the news than
for the circulation. Then the news could be
relied upon. There was no column for gossips,
surmises or conjectures. The owners and the
team maintained personal and professional
standards.

There is a deep fall of moral values in
all fields and the media is no exception. Now
we have newspapers aligned to political
parties and there are papers floated by the
political parties themselves. People having
Next to the three pillars of democracy, political affiliations naturally read those papers
the fourth important pillar which supports and only which reflect their views. Newspapers
strengthens democracy is the Press. are simply reduced to pamphlets of political
Perchance it is rightly called 'the Fourth parties. Very few newspapers carry critical
Estate'. The role of a Press in democracy is analysis of the situation and authentic news.
that of a watch dog. It is a strong force which Yellow journalism is the present trend.
is capable of dethroning the Governments Journalists are sailing with the opinions of the
when the situation so demands. An adage goes owners of the newspapers and political
'Pen is mightier than the Sword'.
leaders. Of course, they are compelled to do
so to keep their pot boiling. Even then they
In yore journalists, freedom fighters should not pledge their self-respect and
and social reformers started newspapers with principles.
a goal to enlighten and inspire the people of
With the entry of electronic media the
World
has
shrunk to a point. A number of
* Writer, Secunderabad
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entertainment and news channels are sprouting
day by day to entertain and enlighten the
public. News of the happenings across the
globe is being brought before the eyes in a
fraction of second. Hats off to the electronic
media for ringing the alarm bells by capturing
the incidents which are not to be committed
in the temples of constitution (Karnataka
MLAs watched porn sites in Assembly in
2012). In the same breath it is to be pointed
out that some of the shows being broadcast
are teaching new ways of committing crimes.
The design behind telecasting such
programmes may be to caution the public but
the impact is otherwise. Secondly, a single
news is being dinned day in and day out till a
new news is gripped and the media is not
particular to pursue till the end.

conduct in-camera interviews of political
leaders under a catchy caption. Such
programmes will not serve any worthwhile
purpose. Interviews or debates relating to
the developmental activities or the deficiencies
should be field oriented.
Last but not least the effect of usage
of Internet is a debatable point. With a single
click one can easily enter into an unknown
world. At the same time youth are ruining
their career and the career of others by
misusing the Internet. Internet is to be used
discreetly and effectively.

`Ishwar Dutt in his book The Street
of Ink commented "Journalists should emerge
from street corners but not from the
convocation pandals. Journalism should be in
Thirdly, most of the stories of serials one's blood."
circle around bigamy or dominated by villainess
to keep their ratings in race. It is a sheer waste
This is not to brand all the journalists
of celluloid. Producers should come forward alike. There are still many journalists who
to make good and inspiring serials, for firmly stand by principles and without any
example by drawing on the life and work of prejudice. The new and younger journalists
great people of India.
should follow in the footsteps of such principled
professionals and bring laurels to the
The electronic media time and again Journalistic World.
***
Ambition, fueled by compassion, wisdom and integrity, is a powerful force for good that will
turn the wheels of industry and open the doors of opportunity for you and countless others.
- Zig Ziglar
It’s not the situation, but whether we react (negative) or respond (positive) to the situation
that’s important.
- Zig Ziglar
TRIVENI
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POTHAN JOSEPH - THE DOYEN OF INDIAN JOURNALISM
T. Siva Rama Krishna*
Indeed, Pothan Joseph was a great
scholar-journalist with a sense of humor, deep
convictions, with gifts of writing, editing and
daring. He was honest, frank and
straightforward to uphold the special role of
the editor. He was a legend in his lifetime.
During his remarkably adventurous life he
could edit about 25 daily newspapers and
journals, many of which he nursed from their
inception.
Pothan Joseph was among the great
pioneers who demanded that journalism be
treated as a learned profession and that
journalist be paid fair wages. As a free thinker
and humanist, he always demanded editorial
freedom.
Pothan Joseph was born on March
13, 1892, as the second son of C.I. Joseph
of Oor 'ayil house, Chengonnur (Syrian
Christian family) in central Travancore, Kerala.
His elder brother, George Joseph, a barrister,
noted scholar-journalist and political activist,
had a great decisive influence on Pothan from
his young days. For sometime he was Editor
of the Mahatma's "Young India". After
completing his school education in
Chengonnur, Pothan went to Kottayam for
* Lecturer in English (Retd.) Writer. Kakinada
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his two-year Intermediate course at the
C.M.S. College there. It was established in
1816. Pothan got married by then. Pothan
took his M.A. Degree in Physics from the
Madras Presidency College, where he had
the rare opportunity of making friends with
some great men like S. Radhakrishnan, who
was then the Professor of Philosophy.
Pothan's father wanted him to
become an engineer or a scientist. But Pothan's
wife Anna and her father urged him to become
a lawyer. And hence Pothan took his L.L.B.
degree from the University of Bombay. But a
few months of legal practice at the High Court
in Trivandrum put his legal ambitions to flight
as he himself discovered that law was not his
cup of tea.
Then Pothan Joseph worked in
Kandy in Ceylon as a Lecturer in the Trinity
College there, but he did not like teaching and
he left Ceylon. But surprisingly he took up
teaching again in the Wesley High School,
Secunderabad. His prolific reading of English
Literature, Shakespeare, history and the Bible
made writing second nature to him.
While in Secunderabad, Pothan got
a chance to write a column in Hyderabad
Bulletin owned by Colonel R.H. Cameron.
Thus he got his first regular journalistic job.
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Where eminent administrators and
entrepreneurs and political leaders like K.M.
Panikkar and Madan Mohan Malaviya failed,
For some time he was Editor of the Pothan alone succeeded in keeping
Capital in Calcutta. But Southern India was Hindustan Times afloat.
not the best area for Journalism in those days.
Pothan Joseph left the newspaper for
So he went to Bombay to meet B. G. Horniman
(the famous British exponent of the India a prolonged stay in Europe in 1936 and wrote
cause), Editor of the Bombay Chronicle. about his meetings with Gerald Heard, H.G.
Pothan found the meeting quite exciting. It was Wells, George Moore and the Archbishop of
a great turning point in his life. B. G. Horniman Canterbury.
called Pothan Potent Joe and Pothan called
After his return to India he joined
his boss Governor. The two got along very
well. And this great friendship gave him many the Indian Express in 1938. After that he
opportunities to observe the mindset of joined the Dawn of Jinnah. There when
freedom fighters at close quarters during the Mahatma Gandhi was arrested in 1942
momentous political movement. In Bombay,B. Pothan wrote a strong editorial in Dawn
G. Horniman and Pothan Joseph started Voice condemning the action. Jinnah and Liaquat Ali
of India. The most sparkling phase of Pothan's remonstrated, but Pothan stood firm. He was
journalism was when he edited the Indian Daily in the hope of persuading Jinnah to rethink
Mail in Bombay. During that period of Civil about partition, but in vain.
Disobedience Movement of 1930-32, he ran
Once when differentiating the style of
the paper with rare capacity and ability. His
editorials were admirable. He edited the Star speaking of Jinnah and Bhulabhai Desai,
of India evening paper of the Muslim League Pothan Joseph wrote, "Jinnah's sentences
do not begin and Bhulabhai's do not end."
in 1946.
And it gave him full satisfaction, which neither
law nor teaching gave him.

Pothan Joseph was at the peak of his
creative genius during 1924-44, when he
edited the Hindustan Times, Dawn and the
Indian Express and other newspapers and
finally worked as the Government of India's
Principal Information Officer under Lord
Wavell in 1944.
It was Pothan Joseph who invited
Shankar to join Hindustan Times, marking
his start as the Father of Indian Cartooning.
TRIVENI

From Dawn Pothan Joseph went to
the Principal Information Officer's job. Once
Pothan lost his cool when George Abell, Vice
Roy's Chief Advisor and political aide, was
overheard at a dinner party, referring to him
as "that black man". Pothan simply punched
Abell and walked out of the party as well as
the job.
Pothan could spot the best journalists
and get them under his fold. He moulded a
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team of excellent editors and great cartoonists has not been rivaled in Indian journalism for
like Shankar and Vasu. They blossomed this feature.
under his inspired, enlightened stewardship.
The famous cartoonist Shankar says
Pothan Joseph was the first to that Pothan Joseph met the Englishmen on
introduce a humour column and also their ground. There were other native editors
popularize cartoons as a daily feature in Indian who wrote long, serial editorials in rounded,
newspapers. His wit and humour made stately sentences that coiled and uncoiled like
Bombay captive. He gave many uncomfortable pythons. It was Pothan who introduced the
hours to the Bombay politicians. He used to crisp, brusque exciting way of writing. He
write a delightful column Here and There- a knew Edmund Burke, J S Mill, Shakespeare
et al inside out. He used to read the Bible.
forerunner of Over a cup of tea.
No journalist in India had ever drawn so much
Pothan took up the editorship of the on the Bible for his allegory. Like the Bible
Indian Express and put it on its feet with his his style was simple and smooth flowing.
crusading editorials and a popular column
Pothan was also a fine art and music
Over a cup of tea. It was started in the 1920's
in the Indian Express when Pothan and critic and he knew racing from A to Z. If any
Horniman had brought out the Voice of India. reporter covered a ball room dance he could
It was revived in the late 1930's when he so beautifully improve the copy with his own
edited the Indian Express. Pothan wrote the wonderful knowledge so as to make a fine
column for 40 years. From it one could learn piece of literary writing. In the last phase of
history, geography, physics, philosophy and his life he edited a new daily The Deccan
literature and what not. It was a column full of Herald of Bangalore and eventually Swarajya
irony, worldly wisdom and truly memorable at the insistence of Rajaji. Bangalore became
linguistic expressions that every writer would his place of permanent residence for the rest
benefit from. It was unique in its range of of his life.
appeal and erudition. It mirrored the times with
When Rajendra Prasad was
literary flourish and infinite variety. He could
be devastating in his comments but his wit maneuvering to stay on as President for a
never hurt. It was gentle humour but adequate second term, Pothan Joseph (as Editor of
to make his victims squirm. Moderation and Deccan Herald) wrote in his daily column,
fair play were his watch words. He brought Over a cup of tea: "Rajen Babu was sitting
to it all his superb gifts as a writer and a in his Presidential suite, eagerly waiting to give
raconteur. Iswara Dutt says that Pothan his reluctant consent to continue as President".
Joseph gave out the sparkling wine of the best Readers had a good laugh but Rajen Babu as
vintage - a cup of tea that cheers - but does badly hurt and wrote a nasty letter to the
not inebriate. K. Rama Rao says that Pothan Editor.
TRIVENI
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A Bohemian by temperament Pothan
never liked to stick to a place or job and was
always in search of fresh fields and pastures
new. Once, B. G. Harriman taunted him as a
rolling stone that never gathered moss. He
retorted: "What use is moss to a rolling stone.
Without moss it is bright" Although a powerful
editor he never cared for money. He was a
dreamer and philosopher who did not care
much for money or material comforts.
Pothan could not be classified as top
ranking editors of the type of Hayles or K.
Rama Rao. He lacked the crusading zeal of
Hayles or the technical skill and fineness of a
Rama Rao. K. Rama Rao says that Pothan
Joseph was sound in judgment, deep in
scholarship, wit and wisdom and he was
admirable as friend and editor. He wrote as

well on economics and finance as on literature
and politics.
Pothan Joseph was the earliest to
carry on a campaign against the tribe of
managing editors. He called them damaging
editors and dubbed the All-India newspaper
editors' conference as All India vultures'
conference. Pothan Joseph's journalistic
writings are masterpieces in English literature.
The death of his wife and his eldest
daughter made dents on his inner life. And he
had a tragic accident, late in his life which,
cribbed, cabined and confined him. At the age
of 80 he passed away peacefully on
November 2, 1972.
Pothan was posthumously awarded
the Padma Bhushan.

***

VRITTI AND PRAVRITTI
(Vocation and Avocation)
V. Lalitha Kukmari*
'I wanted to be a doctor
But I have become an actor'
This is a cliché heard often
About one's flair and profession.
Lucky ones may find in career
A hobby which for them is dear
The great accept what is granted
And try to bloom where they're planted.
The able men can, both, appease
* Poet, Guntur.
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Can manage mind and the heart please
Attend the claims of their calling
And nurse too their innate longing.
To fight the stress of day's end'vour
In diversions one seeks succour
Th' noble savour fine arts' flavour
With them healthy joys find favour.
We know our elders much relish
Reading, music, which they cherish
For such pastimes do peaces furnish
'May their tribe increase!' is my wish.
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STUDENT-CENTERED LEARNING
IN ENGLISH CLASSROOM
Dr. K. Rajani*
True knowledge, Plato argues, must be Teacher must consider the potential of English,
within us all, and learning consists solely in order to make the learners realize the
potential of language.
of discovering what we already know.
- Collin Blakemore
There are many projects which reveal
the
considerable
body of work that focuses
It is a universal truth that students feel
that they do not know things. That, in fact on the conditions under which students learn
they knew perfectly well before their teacher most effectively. An attempt could be made
began to talk about them. In fact, John Holt to study those conditions.
states it. A perfect teacher makes the student
At the outset, taking away the stress
realize that they knew something. An average
lecture consists of two-thirds of teacher's talk that is placed on the young minds becomes
time which will have direct influence. It must difficult, as their minds cease to open as soon
be noted that a classroom less dominted by a as they enter the class room, which is
language teacher is an ideal classroom as dominated by the teacher. When teacher's
interaction plays a vital role in the language- talk time is more, obviously it takes the student
into a trance in which his mind doesn't open
learning process.
to the already familiar topics. This stress makes
Candid observation throws light on the learner to produce answers which are
the fact that learning linguistic content of acceptable to the teachers rather than the
language and the theoretical basis on which practical remedies. The threat of loss of
students are taught is not crucial for language teacher's concern makes the student
learning. When English is considered as a conscious of his answers. There he receives
subject linked to the cognitive development a fatal blow to his learning. The fear that
of learners, as it is isolated from the curriculum, overpowers students is the clash between the
then little learning is pursued by the learner or culture of the learner and teacher, which may
student. Instead there is rote learning of involve many factors- age, class, or nationality,
material which will not interest the learner. etc., these factors can affect true learning by
the student. There is an obvious need for the
* Lecturer in English, P.V.K.N. Govt.College, teacher to connect to the learner's
consciousness much more than he usually does.
Chittoor, A.P.
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The advent of technology has changed
the method of teaching language.
Unfortunately the traditional teaching style is
considered to be authoritarian. The teacher
considers himself as "custodian of the secret",
he is the only source from which wisdom
flows, and he is always right, such an
environment may threaten the learners. It is
equally important to reinforce the truth that
teacher is not a super human, and he has
feelings and emotions.

`really` read, as they exchange words, material
and ideas, they will gain their approach to
learning. This step in 'interaction' leads to
'interpretation.' This would make the learner
to dispense with his inaction and starts
interaction.
The teacher has to be mindful not to
oversimplify the topic. One has to accept that
new words and structures in a reading passage
are commonly practiced and drilled before the
passage is read, so that the learner does not
have to cope with new things. If everything is
done by the teacher then the student learning
process gets affected. The ability to guess
answers and to pick up cues from the context
has to be encouraged. Hence the teacher has
to avoid oversimplification as the teacher
cannot learn for the learner. If things are
oversimplified, learner will not be inclined to
use his resources to learn.

When teacher`s talk time is great, it
proves to be destructive. The only solution is
for the teacher consciously to become more
silent, so that the learner may open up. The
process of learning is most effective when the
learner is the initiator of the learning process.
It is observed that if the student is involved in
the process of learning actively, then the syntax
is intact and complexity increases in the length
of sentences. It is true that the class grows
When everything is said and done, the
out of control and at once becomes noisy, yet
class which has gone out of control has to be
it is a welcome change.
gained slowly to retrieve the lost silence, at
Secondly, objectives or goals should least for a few minutes. Each period of learning
be placed before the student. Then learning is followed by a period of reflection. Any
improves. Posing questions and extracting psychologist could analyse that the process
answers from them will make them realize that of learning is a transfer of learning the language
they knew something, when the objectives are from short-term memory to the long-term
clear the student`s approach with a set memory to facilitate their effective storage.
purpose, students cannot kill their time with
Kahlil Gibran says that "Teaching is
passive reading, as casual readers read
not so much a process of cramming outside
without reason.
knowledge into the learner's mind as of
Thirdly, the student should be given drawing out the knowledge that each one of
time to mess around with a target before they the students has within him."
***
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YOGI VEMANA: THE POET OF A COMMON MAN
Dr. K Rajamouli*
The plant of poetry, exuberantly
flourishing, has bloomed diverse flowers for
the fragrance of wisdom in the garden of Telugu
literature so far. Some are still fresh in mind
especially in that of a common man as their
essence is universal and substance is essential
for attaining wisdom. The essence of their
poetry should not be some fragrance or
substance enjoyed and forgotten. It should be
prevalent for ever to be instructive to him. It
should aim at imparting wisdom by delighting
him with its essence. This is very applicable
to the poets like Yogi Vemana, for his every
'poem begins in delight and ends in wisdom'
as Robert Frost defines it. His poem reflects
reality as Dylan Thomas defines 'a good poem
is a contribution of reality.' His poetry is the
reservoir of wisdom to enlighten its readers
with the infinite realities embedded in society.
A poem by Vemana is like folk-poetry
which is learnt by word-of-mouth and more
understandable than that of Nannaya,
Thikkana, Yerrana or Peddana. It is more
accessible to a common man and more
comprehensible and lucid than that of
Bammera Potana too. It is within the reach of
common man to fulfill the purpose of poetry.
* Prof. English, Ganapathi Engineering
College, Warangal
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Vemana is like Baddena for the easy
comprehension of his poems entitled Sumati
Satakam. Both of them make people
understand the facts by means of quite familiar
allusions and living examples. They employ
simple language and native idiom as a sign of
their poetic dexterity. They are unrivalled in
the felicity of expressions for the facility of
clear comprehension. For them, poetry must
be within the reach of a common man as
opined by Philip Larkin. The poets like T.S,
Eliot are contrary to this opinion as they wish
that poetry must be accessible to scholars and
intellectuals. Vemana was contrary to the
approach of Eliot as his poetic mission is for
a common man. Even the children in their
schools can understand his message enshrined
in his poems.
Vemana's poetic contribution is not
prolific but he occupies a famous position by
his hundred stanzas, Vemana Satakam;
composed in the Telulugu metre of Ataveladi
with four lines including the signature line,
Viswadhaabhiraama Vinura Vema; that has
various interpretations regarding its
significance and sense. The collection of a
hundred poems or stanzas aims at an ideal
purpose. In just three lines of every poem, he
conveys a deep thought for a moralistic
message. His poetry mainly aims at Yoga,
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morality and wisdom. For his colloquial style,
simple language and familiar idiom in it, it
became very popular to attract the attention
of C.P. Brown, one of his many admirers, for
his research on him and translation of most of
his poems into English.

the bad. Salt and camphor are similar in
appearance but different in taste. Disposition
or nature differs from person to person and
the ordinary to the great. Similarly good people
and bad people are different in nature though
they are similar in appearance:

Vemana as a poet and man points out
falsities of people to reform them for the
welfare of society by moralistic approaches.
He never resorts to satirical approaches like
Alexander Pope to mock the social
artificialities and falsities of his age. His poems
are lessons on values and sermons on virtues
to reflect his didactic approaches for an
idealistic society. His poetry marks a rich
variety of themes with one of the amelioration
of society as the nucleus of his poetry. .

Uppu kappurambu nokka polika nundu
Chooda chooda ruchula jaada veru
Purushulandu punya purushulu veraya
Vishwadhaabhiraama Vinura Vema.

In the same way, medicine and poison
are same in appearance but are different in
effect. One should be able to understand the
difference between one and the other by
observing and testing but not by smelling and
tasting them. In another poem he evaluates
the virtues of man by means of his good nature
and an edible item by its quality but not by its
As a poet, Vemana realistically quantity. The sacred cow's milk is quite enough
delineates social problems, evils, ills, etc that when it is just ladleful. What is the use of a
are caused because of the contributions of pot-full of donkey's milk? Similarly a small
selfish, vicious, brutal people. He at the time quantity of sumptuous food is satiable when it
instructs them to give up their evils and live is served with love and respect:
ethically for the welfare of society. He
describes clashes between various opposing Gangi govu paalu garitadainanu chaalu
realities: truth and falsehood; pretence and Kadivadaina nemi kharamu paalu
reality, virtues and vices; values and evils; facts Bhakti kalugu koodu pattedainanu chaalu
and dreams; practice and idleness, softness Viswadhaabhiraama Vinura Vema.
and harshness, etc. He exhorts people not to
A similar view is that one original blue
resort to false ways and pollute human
atmosphere as he is in quest of essential values stone is enough but many artificial stones are
and primal virtues for a humanistic and of no use: Nikkamaina manchi neela
mokkati chaalu/ Dhaluku beluku raallu
moralistic society.
thatte dela. In the lines, the clash between
Vemana says that there is a hiatus hypocrisy by means of the custom-show and
between the good and the bad and so one reality by means of inner purity is made clear.
should be wise in distinguishing the good from Does a man have place for his worship of
TRIVENI
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Shiva when he has no purity of mind,
Chittasuddi leni sivapuja lelara?
Vemana hates a man of vices and
realizes that his original nature can never be
changed as the wooden doll can never be
made to talk: Koyya bomma thechi kottina
palukuna as black is black and white is white.
He is kantinola nalusu kali mullu and so he
is misfit in an ideal society. He compares him
to a pig that likes mud but not scent. A son
without love and affection; care and concern
to his parents is of no use. The clash between
virtues and vices is obvious in the lines: Thalli
dandrula meeda dayaleni putrundu/
Puttannemi vaadu gittanemi. Everyone
born on earth must feel the responsibility for
his family, his society and his race. He should
be a master but not a slave or puppet to
anyone.
Vemana believes in duty-mindedness
and constant hard work to reap ripe fruits
duly. Without efforts nothing can be gained. A
man who wants to become a singer has to
sing again and again till he excels in singing.
The impossible can be made possible by a
man of constant hard work in the way bitter
neem becomes sweeter when man goes on
eating it:
Anagananaga raga matisayilluchunu
nudu
Thinaaga thinaga vemu tiyyanundu
Sadhanamuna panulu samakuru
dharalona
Viswadhaabhiraama vinura vema
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So is the conflict between a man of
pompous-speaking and another man of softspeaking in the way the former is low and
pretentious and the latter is high and virtuous
in nature. The difference between them is like
that between brass and gold in producing
sound. He poses the question: Kanchu
mrogunatlu kanakambu mroguna? when
the reader readily answers it with 'no' or
'never'. In the same way, the wasp that looks
pretty but is useless to mark a clear-cut
difference with the bee that looks ugly but is
useful. It is not appearance and show but utility
and validity to be taken into consideration.
The fruit Medi impresses onlookers by its
external gorgeous appearance but they do not
see the worms that are inside which are seen
when it is ripped open. In the same way, the
coward appears to be brave, posing to be
daring and dashing:
Medi panduchooda melimaiundunu
Potta vippi chooda purugulundu
Pirikivaani madini binkamilaagura
Viswasdhaabhiraama vinura vema
For Vemana, patience or tolerance is
the greatest virtue. When a man of virtues or
high mindedness is looked down upon, he
should not say that he is great but have
tolerance: Anuvu ganichota nadhikula
manaraadu When time and place are not
favourable, he should satisfy himself referring
to the allusion that the reflection of a mountain
looks small and tiny in the mirror.
The softness in communication and
administration is very essential and is the way
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to keep the machine of life oiled and make
Vemana voices his concern to the
society run in a smooth manner. Vemana feels vices of man and the problems in society and
it in the heart of his heart and appreciates a tries to reform them in the welfare of man in
man of amiable and ideal nature to speak softly: general. All he preaches is akin to the
Sajjanundu palaku challaganu without substance of the Vedas for an idealistic society.
hurting others by his harsh voice that causes He lives on the Telugu soil as his poetry has
harm to others but finds no remedy for it: universal appeal.
Manasuviriganeni mari chercharadaya.
***

THE TALE OF TWO PEBBLES
Many years ago in a small Indian
village, a farmer had the misfortune of owing
a large sum of money to a village moneylender.
The moneylender, who was old and ugly,
fancied the farmer’s beautiful daughter. So he
proposed a bargain. He said he would forgo
the farmer’s debt if he could marry his
daughter.
Both the farmer and his daughter were
horrified by the proposal. So the cunning
money-lender suggested that they let
providence decide the matter. He told them
that he would put a black pebble and a white
pebble into an empty money bag. Then the
girl would have to pick one pebble from the
bag. If she picked the black pebble, she would
become his wife and her father’s debt would
be forgiven. If she picked the white pebble
she need not marry him and her father’s debt
would still be forgiven. If she refused to pick
a pebble, her father would be thrown into jail.
They were standing on a pebble strewn path
in the farmer’s field. As they talked, the
moneylender bent over to pick up two
pebbles. As he picked them up, the sharpTRIVENI

eyed girl noticed that he had picked up two
black pebbles and put them into the bag. He
then asked the girl to pick a pebble from the
bag.
Now, imagine that you were standing
in the field. What would you have done if you
were the girl? If you had to advise her, what
would you have told her? Take a moment to
ponder this. What would you recommend that
the girl do?
The girl put her hand into the
moneybag and drew out a pebble. Without
looking at it, she fumbled and let it fall onto
the pebble-strewn path where it immediately
became lost among all the other pebbles. “Oh,
how clumsy of me!” she said. “But never mind,
if you look into the bag for the one that is left,
you will be able to tell which pebble I picked.”
The moneylender dared not admit his
dishonesty. The girl changed what seemed an
impossible situation into an extremely
advantageous one.
Edward de Bono
(Courtesy: The Internet)
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THE GLORY OF VISHNU SAHASRA NAMA
R.R. Gandikota*
As the Upanishads are to the Vedas,
the Sundarakanda is to Valmiki Ramayana.
Similarly the Bhagavad Gita is to the Maha
Bharata. Both the epics, i.e., the Ramayana
and The Maha Bharata are very voluminous
and in this mundane world, we may not find
time and patience to go through these epics.
As such for the convenience of us the
epitomes the Sundarakanda and the
Bhagavad Gita are included in the texts. Now
a days we find it difficult to go through them
also. For their convenience the Gayatri
Ramayana and the Vishnu Sahasra Nama
are there. Our most munificent Munis were
foresighted and magnanimous. They wished
our welfare. We should be indebted to them.
Vishnu Sahasra Nama - Essence of the
Gita
There are 142 verses in the Vishnu
Sahasra Nama. This is extracted from the
Anusasana Parva, chapter 149 of the Maha
Bharata, in the form of a dialogue between
Bhishma and Yudhistira. If one cannot recite
the Vishnu Sahasra Nama, a mere uttering
of the name of Sri Rama thrice is said to be
equivalent to reciting the thousand names of
the Lord. It is enough for our salvation. In
Vishnu Sahasra Nama Rama stands at 394th
* Retired Principal, M.S.N. College, Kakinada
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place. It means 'Felicitous'. He is Rama
because in Him, who is ever blissful, the
Yogins delight. Rama stands for the supreme
Brahman. being eternal bliss and absolute
consciousness in which Yogins revel. Sri
Rama son of Dasaratha, assumed such
handsome form. Just by uttering the letter
'RA', our sins get flushed out. The letter 'MA',
acts as a valve to prevent the paatakaas, re
entering into us. 'Ra' sabda uchaaranena
mukhat niryanti paatakaah; Punah
pravesya bheetyacha 'MA' karastu
kavaatavat.
Greatness of Nama Parayana
In Vishnu Purana it is affirmed that
'What through 'meditation' (dhyanam) is won
in Krita Yuga, through 'sacrifice' (japam) in
Treta Yuga and through formal worship
(archana) in Dwapara Yuga, that is won in
the Kali Yuga just by chanting the names of
Vishnu.
Dhyaayan Krte, Japan Yajnaih
Tretayam,
Dwapare archayan, yada
apnoti tada apnoti Kalau samkeertya
Kesavam
Who Can Recite It
Unlike Lalita Sahasra Nama, which
is a mahaa maala mantra, recitation of
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which requires Deeksha by Guru and several
restrictions to be observed, Vishnu Sahasra
Nama is a stotra which anyone can
recite.There are no restrictions whatsoever,
including stated time or place. No ceremony,
no elaborate preparation, no qualification of
the devotee is required. Perhaps it is for this
purpose Acharya Sankara, chose to write
commentary (Bhaashya) on this hymn as it is
conducive to the spiritual progress of all the
classes of people in this Kaliyuga.
The Vishnu Sahasra Nama is held
in great veneration throughout India, from
Kanya Kumari to the Himalayas. lt is recited
by devotees of all the systems,with equal
reverence. People from all the asramas i.e
Brahma charya, Grihasta,Vanaprasta and
even Sanyasins recite this stotra ratna; prince
and peasant, ignorant and the erudite, the rich
and the poor, recite it with no exception. On
an occasion of joy or sorrow, fear or hope
one can recite it. The great sage Vyasa, the
author himself, has assured this. Miraculous
virtues are attributed to the parayana of
Vishnu Sahasra Nama.
Nama-Archana

good olden days the well-to-do people fed
1000 virtuous Brahmins, repeating each name
of the Lord Vishnu before a Brahmin. Such
austerities were performed at the time of
Upanayana or Deeksha Sweekara or Sri
Rama Saptahas. Recitation of the Vishnu
Sahasra Nama for one lakh times in 45 days
and performing Homa, with ghee or paayasa
(pudding) is most efficacious.
Repetition of Names in Vishnu Sahasra
Nama and Efficacy
In Vishnu Sahasra Nama 90 names
are repeated. Out of them 74 are repeated
twice, 14 for three times, 2 for four times.
Out of all the sahasra namas Lalita Sahasra
Nama alone has the unique distinction where
in not a single name is repeated. Not a single
otiose word, or even 'tu' and 'cha', which are
very common in Sanskrit.
In Isavasya Upanishad it is said
"Where Vishnu is first saluted, that alone is
auspicious, Lagna and Nakshatra, and that
alone is the auspicious day, that alone is the
successful karana”.

"Even one salutation heartily rendered
For mere parayana i.e. recitation no to Krishna is equal to 10 horse sacrifices duly
austerities are required. But for performing performed. He who has performed 10
archana to an idol of Lord Vishnu some Aswamedha sacrifices is again born but who
procedure is required. It is customary to offer salutes Krishna is not.There is no fear for those
Tulasi dalams or available flowers of the who bow down before Govinda, whose
season to the idol of Vishnu or the form of his colour resembles that of the Atasi flowers, who
incarnations viz. Rama, Krishna. For fulfillment is undecaying and clad in yellow garments.
of one's desires or to ward off the evil influence The sins committed by man in his previous
of the Grahas, such archana is performed. In births in 1000 kalpas and pralayas are
TRIVENI
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immediately destroyed by slightly bowing
down his head at the master of the three
worlds. the supreme Lord Vishnu of
incomparable excellence". One who recites
or listens to this Hymn every day, never meets
with any evil here or here-after. Our desires

of wealth, pleasure and offspring are fulfilled.
Those persons who worship and adore the
Lord of the universe, the Lotus-eyed Deity,
who is unborn, who is the origin and the end
of the universe never meet with any
discomfiture (142 sloka of Vishnu Sahasra
Nama)

***

HARBINGERS OF A NEW BEGINNING
Telugu Original : S.Hanumantha Rao
English Translation: N.S. Rachakonda*
Whenever I cast my glance
upon that almond tree
With leaves the size of a palm,
-- red and green in hue
Studded as if, with emeralds and corals
Adorning branches bent like a bow, and
spreading out to quarters four
In shape like an umbrella meant for parading,
Mounted on the howdah of the elephant-earth
Reminded I was, of the age old Telugu quatrain
A literary legacy of mine.
To write a poem on this almond tree
Some time or other, whenever it might be
Had been my ambition for a long while
But, Like a beautiful picture
Drawn by a student on the
classroom black board
And erased by the teacher's duster,
One morning found the almond tree
Razed to the ground by a
* Retired Physician, Visakhapatnam

raging storm overnight
And reduced to a stump
resembling a rounded ruler
Nay-even like a desolate wooden post
The farm - animal tied to which,
had been handed over for slaughter
How? how on earth
could this leafless log of wood
Inspire me to write a poem ,
though it might fill me with grief ?
Yet, - barely a week elapsed, when lo and behold,
Burgeoned forth from this erstwhile
unleafed trunk
Shining sprouts, tender and green with pointed ends like pen knives
Resembling the wings of a phoenix
And now, like a lamp holder
aglow with lambent greenish lights
The almond tree puts forth
the harbingers of a new beginning.

***
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THE ROLE OF INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION
TECHNOLOGY IN DISTANCE EDUCATION
Dr M A Waheed*
This paper seeks to explore the
possibilities and issues related to Information
and Communication Technology in Distance
Education. The ICT has the power to eliminate
the rural and urban divide. It plays a major
role in creating a borderless society, as today's
world is teaching at home. This medium is
powerful and the barriers between
conventional and distance mode are
disappearing due to ICT. The I.C.T comprises
of computers, radio lessons audio lessons,
video lessons, tele lessons, radio
teleconferences, TV teleconferences and elearning etc. Such facility of education can be
earned by making use of advanced technology
and innovative methods of communication
which have turned the world into global
village. Facilities of computers and multi-media
are okay for effective teaching to educators
but one should not forget that the human
factors or live teacher is live teacher and there
is no substitute to it. So, technology should
be used not only to minimize human problems
but also to facilitate and accelerate the learning
process. So, the role of ICT with reference
to Computers, Multimedia and e-learning are
briefed below:
* Academic Counselor - IGNOU and Dr B R
Ambedkar Open University, Hyderabad
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1. Computers
As we all know there are tremendous
developments in technologies which have been
incorporated in the fields of Commerce,
Industry, Medicine, Engineering and as well
as in Education. Computers contribute to
educational programmes as
– aids to learning and instruction
– as versatile tools in research on human
cognition.
Actually, a computer is an active
partner in the teaching process which may be
most effective in teaching subjects that are
either not taught at all, or not taught well. The
interactive nature of the computer based on
learning and the ability to individualize learning
experiences to the needs of the learner are
the most important functions of Computer
Assisted Instruction (CAI). The distinctive
uses of computer are:
a. helps in making correct decisions
b. helps in providing positive reaction
c. helps in understanding and controlling other
devices to improve learning abilities
d. brings flexibility and individuality to the study
process
e. reduces the isolation of distance learners
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f. provides cost effective study material when
produced on large scale
g. stimulates students to experiment, design
and create solutions to problems

c. Computer in Tool Mode

a. Computer in Tutor Mode

2. Multimedia Components

Computer is used in the tool mode,
in a data processing, text processing, and
computer conferencing which support any
However R P Taylor has classified the use of distance education programme. Things like
maintenance of student records, cumbersome
Computers in Distance Education as
calculations, preparation of lessons and
a. Tutor mode
analyzing student responses, can be done
b. Tutee mode
easily with help of computers. There are nonc. Tool mode
instructional uses of computers yet they are
useful in the instructional process.
The details of such modes are:

The use of computer as a tutor refers
to its function like a traditional teacher,
teaching the learner through tutorials, drill and
practice, games, simulations or combination
of any of these strategies. The computer does
not do by itself but its software creates learning
environment. It functions like a mediator
between learning and learning environment.
Computer programmes which use simulations,
graphics and games are found interesting.
Thus, instruction is tutored in an effective
manner.
b. Computer in the Tutee Mode
In this mode, a learner programmes
the computer and it becomes tutee.
Programming a computer means
communicating with the computer in a language
which both can understand. According to S,
Papertss's view "When a learner programmes
the computer, he acquires a sense of mastery
over the subject".
TRIVENI

Multimedia is a new technology. The
term multimedia is used by different people in
different ways. Multimedia is clearly
understood as a mixture of two or more media.
For example, a show is multimedia and it clubs
both audio and visual media. A slide show and
accompanying commentary, a presentation
using slides on the computer, a video tape with
a VCR and TV and the live presenter is
alsoreferred as the use of various media audio, video, text linked documents, music,
games and animation controlled by computer
on one interactive platform. This definition of
multimedia indicates the presence of various
media used alone or in combination with other
media, the presence of computer also.
Multimedia system consists of basic
configuration- a computer, a monitor,
keyboard, mouse, audio, video cards, video
disc player or a compact disc drive and other
peripheral devices.
In Distance Education, multimedia is
used to increase the effectiveness of design,
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delivery of course contents for better
interaction. This media can be used through
invidualized workstations in learning centers
or interconnected learning centers with
centralized disbursement of courseware.Using
multimedia is extremely important in distance
education as a lecturer or an Academic
Counselor is usually not physically present with
the students to draw their attention, motivate
them to learn and explain the content that
students are having difficulty in understanding.
The positive effects of multimedia are:
a. Attracting participants attention
b. Greater level of interest, motivation and
satisfaction of participants
c. A better understanding of content and
effective learning of new concepts
d. Better memory content and the ability to
apply knowledge in new situations
3. E-learning
Electronic learning Technology or elearning or e learning is a type of technology
supported learning (TSL) where the medium
of instruction is computer technology.
Although e-learning has potential in India,
adoption has been slow and will need a major
marketing and awareness effort. Actually the
term e-learning was introduced in 1995 when
it was called "Internet-based learning", then
"Web-based learning", then "Online learning"
and finally e-learning, adopting the in vogue
use of "e" during the dot com boom. It is
defined as acquisition of knowledge and skill
using electronic technologies such as computer
and internet based courseware. Broad
TRIVENI

definition is using technology to deliver learning
and training programmes.
There are two types of e-learning:
a. Synchronous training means "at the same
time" and involves interaction of participants
with an instructor via the web in real time
b. Asynchronous training means "not at the
same time" and allows the participant to
complete the web based training at his own
pace, without live interaction with the
instructor.
A new form of learning known as
blended learning is emerging that is an
amalgamation of synchronous and
asynchronous learning methods
Advantages of e-learning
– Using state of art technology for instructional
strategy
– Sharing of cultures through e-learning
– Accommodating disabilities with or without
the knowledge of other participants
– Gender may not be an issue as it is
unknown
– It is a global access as the classroom may
be the world.
Disadvantages of e-learning
– Some students may be technologically
backward and are hesitant to participate in
the programme
– Online discussions may prevent class
member or they may encourage friendly
teasing
– Those with poor communication skills in
English may not get the benefit
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Scope of e-learning In India
For education, a lot of work has to
be done to make e-learning successful in
India. First of all, we need to cultivate faith of
people in online degrees that too by providing
e-learning facilities in remote and rural parts
of India. Major problem is that skilled
professionals are settled in cities that deprive
rural population. Besides this, supply and
demand are not balanced in internet
connectivity between rural and urban areas,
otherwise Distance Education can be popular
with e-learning facilities.

A major population of India is living
in rural and remote areas and has not much
gained connectivity with ICT facility due to
financial problems, negligible formal
education, non-concentration of Govt. for
rural learners, power supply though the Govt
has been trying to setup internet cafes in rural
areas for communication which can be used
for distance learning. Anyway, it takes another
five years or so for ICT facilities in rural areas
and till that time teacher has to play a major
role to provide distance learning. Nowadays,
teacher can have an Ipad which can serve for
education in classroom. Whatever may be the
case, ICT is a must for distance learning
besides a teacher and this is the need of the
hour.

***
EUTHANASIA
Dr J. Bhagyalakshmi*
One cannot live in a vacuum
One needs relations, people
Contacts and endearments
Expectations, aspirations
And the whole web of
Being alive.
It is hard sometimes
We wish we were free,
Absolutely free
Not bound by any bonds,
Either man made or nature made
* Poet, New Delhi

But if this wish comes true
Think of the vacuum ahead
Is it not better to have
Hail and storm, snow and rain
Heat and dust, floods and famine
Quivering earth beneath
Erupting lava above
Than to have absolute stillness
It would be a vast desert stretched before you
With no action required
Then comes a time, for sure,
When you pray for euthanasia.
***
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BUTTERFLY
A man, an avid gardener saw a small
butterfly laying few eggs in one of the pots in
his garden. Since that day he looked at the
egg with ever growing curiosity and eagerness.
The egg started to move and shake a little.
He was excited to see a new life coming up
right in front of his eyes. He spent hours
watching the egg now. The egg started to
expand and develop cracks. A tiny head and
antennae started to come out ever so slowly.
The man's excitement knew no bounds. He
got his magnifying glasses and sat to watch
the life and body of a pupa coming out. He
saw the struggle of the tender pupa and
couldn't resist his urge to "HELP". He went
and got a tender forceps to help the egg break,
a nip here, a nip there to help the struggling
life and the pupa was out. The man was
ecstatic!

told him the struggle to break out of the egg
helps the larvae to send blood to its wings
and the head push helps the head to remain
small so that the tender wings can support it
thru its 4 week life cycle. In his eagerness to
help, the man destroyed a beautiful life!
Struggles help all of us, that's why a
bit of effort goes a long way to develop our
strength to face life's difficulties! As parents,
we sometimes go too far trying to help and
protect our kids from life's harsh realities and
disappointments. We don't want our kids to
struggle like we did.
Harvard psychiatrist Dr. Dan Kindlon
says that over-protected children are more
likely to struggle in relationships and with
challenges. We're sending our kids the
message that they're not capable of helping
themselves.

He waited now each day for the pupa
to grow and fly like a beautiful butterfly, but
alas that never happened. The larvae pupa had
To quote clinical psychologist Dr.
a oversized head and kept crawling along in Wendy's moral: "It is Our Job to prepare Our
the pot for the full 4 weeks and died!
Children for the Road & Not prepare the
Road for Our Children".
Depressed the man went to his
botanist friend and asked the reason. His friend
Courtesy: Internet
***
The human voice can never reach the distance that is covered by the still, small voice of
conscience.
- Mahatma Gandhi
TRIVENI
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MOTHER - DAUGHTER RELATIONSHIPS IN MANJU
KAPUR'S DIFFICULT DAUGHTERS
A. Sasikala*
Mother-Daughter relationship is a
natural as well as problematic area of
understanding vis-à-vis the human relationships
so far as the formulation and construction of
gendered identities in a society is concerned.
Adrienne Rich remarks very candidly: "To
accept and strengthen both the mother and
the daughter in ourselves is no easy matter,
because patriarchal attitudes have encouraged
us to split, to polarize these images and to
project all unwanted guilt, anger, shame,
power, freedom, on to 'other woman’”. This
observation seems valid for almost all cultures
and climes as mother-daughter relationship is
one of the most natural and closest bonds.
In contemporary Indian writings,
especially by women writers, the mother has
been granted visibility by presenting her as
human being with all the fallible human
characteristics, instead of placing her on the
high pedestal of super humans. The stress on
the 'mother' in a woman-the bounteous giver,
'the Angel of the house', intensely sympathetic',
'immensely charming', 'utterly sacrifices herself
daily' - conspiratorially takes away a crucial
part of her personality which like any other
creature, seeks joy and sustenance through
her fulfillment. This breaking of the myth of
* Research Scholar, Yogi Vemana University,
Kadapa
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motherhood not only relieves her of the eternal
aura of a divinity but also of the formidable
burden that such images carry along.
The new generation of Indian women
novelists namely, Gita Hariharan, Namita
Gokhale, Anita Nair and Manju Kapur have
invited much critical attention. Each one of the
four has composed at least one novel focusing
attention on the plight of contemporary women
especially in their endeavour for emancipation
and liberation from the matrilineal social
system. However, it is difficult to assess their
position as feminist writing either Western or
Indian. Nevertheless, scrutinizing their
novelist's adventure provides an interesting
study.
Manju Kapur speaks, with great
narrative eloquence, of the idea of
independence. Her first novel Difficult
Daughters was published in 1998. She was
awarded the Commonwealth Writers Prize for
Difficult Daughters and has earned her very
substantial success, both commercially and
critically, both in her native India and
throughout the world. Manju Kapur's
Difficult Daughters is a story of three
generations of women: Ida, the narrator, an
educated woman, who is a divorcee and
childless. Virmati, her mother, born in Amritsar
in the Punjab in 1940,the daughter of a father
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of progressive ideas and a traditionalist
mother, who marries an already married
professor for love, and Kasturi, her
grandmother, who come to terms with a
difficult daughter, Virmati. This is the story of
a real, middle class home with fathers,
mothers, brothers and sisters that one has seen
and lived with. Merging them together is the
background of the Partition, which 50 years
later seems to be the watershed event of
modern India.
In this novel Virmati is attracted
towards an English professor who falls
passionately in love with her because his
illiterate wife could never prove a soul mate.
After his repeated overtures Virmati gives in,
as she is also a soul thirsting for love. This
illegitimate affair leads to many sufferings.
Virmati has to bear the brunt alone. She is
forced to abort the child of Harish as the
professor is reluctant - rather afraid - to marry
her. Finally at the insistence of a friend, the
professor is forced into marrying her. But
Virmati's hardships do not end here, they
simply change colours. Most of her sufferings
are caused by maternal apathy. Virmati does
not have a sympathetic shoulder to weep on
and this aggravates her agony. She suffers at
the hands of the parochial society, her family
and above all her paramour.
Mother-daughter relationship
It is true that she is the mother that
Kapur writes of but certainly she forms the
core of the personality that Kapur so lovingly
presents. Difficult Daughters begins with a
daughter going back to Amritsar carrying her
TRIVENI

mother's ashes to meet her maternal family.
The narrative then alternates between the past
and the present with the mother and daughter
speaking to each other through places and
events. Traced within this paradigm are both
the history of the mother's extraordinary life
and the turbulence of the years preceding the
independence of our country. Amritsar in those
times was a vastly different place from what it
is today because it isn't today. Towns such as
Amritsar had what was called a 'gentry', which
counted eminent educators, teachers, lawyers
and landed families among their class. To such
a family belongs Virmati. Her grandfather is a
prominent landowner and ardent Arya Samaji,
committed to the education of women.
Because it is he who helps Virmati to stand
upon her point. His sons run a successful
jewellery establishment and have a large
brood of children. Virmati is the eldest of 11
children and divides her time between helping
her anemic mother cope with the housework
and studying. It doesn't mean that she did it
wholeheartedly. Virmati's interest in studies is
incomprehensible to her family which
considers her accomplished enough to handle
life, equipped as she is to deal with stitching,
cooking and reading and writing. The
narrative, then, alternates between the past
and the present, revealing bit by bit, Virmati's
life from the information Ida collects from her
mother's friends, brothers, sisters and
acquaintances. She concludes by saying, "This
book weaves a connection between my
mother and me, each word a brick in a
mansion I made with my head and my heart.
Now live in it, Mama, and leave me. Do not
haunt me anymore”.
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Virmati in Difficult Daughters has to
be a mother, to all her ten siblings. The mother
Kasturi is involved in the sole job of
procreation leaving the young ones for Virmati
to tend upon. The absence or lack of mother's
sympathetic shoulders at home forces these
daughters to look for sympathy outside which
in turn leads to deception. At times Virmati
yearned for affection, for some sign that was
special. However, when she put her head next
to the youngest baby, feeding in the mother's
arms, Kasturi would get irritated and push her
away. "Have you seen to their food-milkclothes-studies?' The poor girl does her best
to appease her mother and at the same time
pursues her studies. The world may not love
a lover, but it certainly adores a mother,
simultaneously a daughter may adore her
mother. The world is full of love, affection,
selfless devotion and all that is soft and sweet
and noble in human nature. Between a mother
and a child, trust and love exist. This should
be especially true of a mother-daughter
relationship. "What will happen to you after I
am gone?" is her favorite lament about Ida.
Because, she is nothing, husbandless and
childless. She feels herself hovering like a
pencil notation on the margins of society.
Daughters are not all that dependant, admiring
lot and mothers are not all that doting,
sacrificing ones. Their relationship is shaped
by the circumstances that were dominating.
Because the long chain of conditioning of
women starts from their mothers. Mothers,
being women, were themselves conditioned
by their mothers first and the society at large
into the norms of the patriarchal society.
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The novel Difficult Daughters gives
us a critique of mother-daughter relationship,
tracing it through three successive generations.
Through the sensitive portrayal of three
generations of women and their problems,
Manju Kapur has given us an unforgettable
picture of the evolution of the Indian woman's
psyche over time, starting from the preindependence period through the
independence era up to the time of post independence. We see feminist leanings at the
outset in the portrayal of Shakuntala and
Virmati who make their own choices in life.
The later developments seem to spell out that
women who go against tradition are sure to
be singled out and oppressed by society,
rejected even by their own mothers. Their
relationship with their mother becomes the first
casualty. And the scars they bear are handed
down to the next generation. Due to the
difference in times, the generation gap
becomes too wide to be bridged. Even the
common experience of child bearing did not
bring them together, unlike in usual motherdaughter relationships. The stressful times of
Partition and its aftermath, much elaborated
in the novel, may have caused a rift in relations.
Only with Virmati's death is the ghost laid to
rest, and Ida becomes free to lead her own
life, no longer threatened by the shadow of
her mother. The novel is a pointer to how a
mother's influence could be unsettling to the
daughter under different circumstances. How
filial love and affection could be replaced by
hate and bitterness, how a mother, traditionally
and epitome of sacrifice and goodness, could
become a symbol of selfishness and
resentment to her children.
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HUMOUR OF P.G. WODEHOUSE - AN ESTIMATE
V. Chiranjeevi*
It is my endeavour to express my
appreciation of the inimitable and indomitable
powerhouse of humour of P.G. Wodehouse.
It is beyond doubt that he shines resplendently
in the galaxy of humourists and PGW's
facetious genius is incontrovertibly among the
best.
Prof. Sequeira points out rightly,
'Certainly humour is serious business. Writing
about humour is an even more serious and
difficult business'. The seriousness is further
compounded in respect of Wodesian humour,
for it is alien to the Indian reader and the
appreciation of it doesn't come easily. Also it
is often thought that a humourist is not worthy
of note and on many an occasion the serious
minded tend to look down upon the
practitioners of humour. This is nothing but
snobbishness and highbrow attitude, for the
task of a humour writer is far more demanding
than that of a serious writer. Generation of
laughter is not child's play as it calls for a
keen sense of humour and the ability to
perceive opportunities for humour even in the
most dry and unsuspected situations. It is far
easier to make one cry, with the help of
sentiments than make one laugh with wit. If
tragedy has a cathartic effect of purging pent
up emotions, humour refreshes and purifies.
* Head of the Dept. of English (Retd.), CSR
Sarma College, Ongole
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A humourist should be all eyes and ears, for
humour may lurk anywhere - the falling off of
a wig of a fashionable lady at the most
unexpected moment; a serious looking pastor
unable to stop a sneeze in the middle of a
sermon; a man stepping on a banana peel and
falling to the ground - almost anything out of
the ordinary may produce humour/laughter oriented, character wise, manner of dress or
mannerism oriented.
Applying this parameter, it can be
affirmed that Mr. Wodehouse relied heavily
on character - the oddities, the idiosyncrasies,
the hypocrisy, the foppery, the oddities, the
priggishness, the foible et al - almost every
facet of the human character. 'Obviously
Wodehouse draws his sustenance from upper
classes, particularly the impoverished
aristocracy'. Or again, 'Wodehouse's survival
as an all time great humourist in spite of the
changes of literary fashion is 'Wodehouse's
courage of conviction and proximity to existing
realities.' The approach of Wodehouse is 'to
make it his cardinal principle of poking fun at
the people who in themselves are essentially
funny and not because they belong to this or
that race or ethnic group'. The intrinsic comic
genius of Wodehouse lies in his ' knack of
investing the most mundane occurrence and
common place situation in life with subtle to
uproxious homour.'
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Laughter may arise for many and
varied reasons. Aristotle recognized
incongruity as the prime source and Pascal
felt that laughter was the outcome of a
disproportion between that which one expects
and what one actually sees. 'The object of
laughter', according to Bergson , 'is to inflict
corrective punishment on recalcitrant
individuals, to reform or at least to mend or
better their ways'. Again, 'a humourist is one
with an eye for the potential fun of life and has
enough shrewdness to perceive the inherent
paradoxes of experiences'. Judging from this
definition, undoubtedly Wodehouse has
carved out a special niche for himself among
the great exponents of humour as also in the
hearts of the lovers of humour.
No amount of study of Wodehouse
is complete without an in-depth analysis of
the three immortal characters - Psmith, Bertie
Wooster and above all Jeeves - created by
Wodehouse. Psmith is a character 'who
condescendingly surveys his fellow beings,
their pitiful concerns and frenzied avocations
in life'. This character has grown 'not
physically, but in depth and dimension on the
consciousness of Wodehouse smitten readers'.
In the words of Alec Wairgth 'The creation
of Psmith is one of the miracles of literature
without a parallel'. The very spelling is
bewildering. Maybe Wodehouse wanted to
make the name conspicuous in order to be
remembered for long. Mr Jeeves,
Wodehouse's unmatched creation, has long
ceased to be merely a proper name, but has
become a British household name. Bertie
Wooster is the narrator in Wodehouse's novels
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and Woosterisms like Malapropisms (derived
from the famous character Mrs Malaprop of
Richard Sheridan's The Rivals, a comedy).
'Malapropism' is a figure of speech where
'words are ingeniously misapplied, but not
mispronounced (Eg. 'a fine derangement of
epitaphs' for 'a fine arrangement of epithets')
have come to stay as a part of the English
language. Wooster walks away with the best
and the most delectable lines of Wodehouse.
'Jeeves and Bertie individually possessed a
host of distinctive traits. They always operate
in happy tandem and it is the intertwining
adventures of these two men which constitute
the basic strength of many Wodehouse plots'.
At this point it will not be out of place
to trace the roots and development of British
humour. The seeds were to be found even in
Saxon times and as ages rolled by the seeds
burgeoned into saplings with the advent of
humourists like Alexander Barclay poking
satirical but gentle ridicule at contemporary
foibles and grew into an enormous tree
spreading its branches far and wide, but with
its root firmly entrenched in British soil, the
middle order humourists like Defoe, Swift,
Addison, Steele, Richardson, Fielding and co.
contributing their own brand of humour and
it finally exploded into what may be called
Modern British Humour with stalwarts like
Goldsmith, 'an accomplished social and
literary satirist'; Lamb, 'a combination of
delicate and calculated facetiousness and
pathos'; Thackery, 'a specialist in unmarking
hypocrisy and cant'; last but not least in the
order Charles Dickens, 'with his superb flow
and multiplicity of comic invention' and
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Meredith who 'defined the fundamental
function of humour as mocking at the
inadequacies, retaining a sense of proportion,
reintroducing critical and intellectual humour'.
Thus British humour has a long history and a
remarkable heredity. Then, where does
Wodehouse fit in among the roll call of honour
of English humourists? Undoubtedly and

indisputably in the first ranks. 'A singularly
consistent rib tickler, Wodehouse was
something special and unique'. To conclude,
'Wodehouse will continue to be read with
interest and pleasure as long as English is read'.
Basil Wyndham says, ‘Wodehouse will be
remembered with fondness and relish as long
as the English language lives’.

***

THE MONSOON
RMV Raghavendra Rao*
Like the smile of a child, of two,
then of three becoming a laughter
The barren orchard you stealthily enter.
Swinging on the branches you sing lullabies,
Changing us all into Spring's beauty's babies.
Soon we are on our toes, dancing,
our hearts create all -Like 'some shape of beauty', removing
'the pal from our heavy spirits'.
Nature suddenly starts sprouting
Against the smoldering season
Drizzling,
Poet, Houston/Dallas, USA

Pittering and pattering on the parched cheeks
Of our little ones drenched across the creeks,
Anxiously awaited with umbrellas by mothers.
Next morning The darkness within shaken and
suckedby the Sun's tender splendor without,
Brightening the jasmines and
the daffodils throughout.
Now, one can glimpse
the savvy ray of the sun,
Now and then one can drink
the glitter of the glamorous Moon,
At last, here is the much-prayed for Monsoon.

***
Anyone who stops learning is old, whether at twenty or eighty. Anyone who keeps learning
stays young. The greatest thing in life is to keep your mind young.
- Henry Ford
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SOCIAL DISCRIMINATION IN ARUNDHATI ROY'S THE GOD
OF SMALL THINGS
Kummari Krushna Prasad*
Suzanna Arundhati Roy(born 24
November 1961) is an Indian author who is
best known for the 1998 Man Booker Prize
for Fiction-winning novel The God of Small
Things (1997), which became the biggestselling book by a nonexpatriate Indian author.
She is also known as a political activist
involved in human rights and environmental
causes.
Arundhati Roy is known to all not only
for her new and original style, but also for her
thought-provoking attitude regarding social
consciousness. Her debut novel The God of
Small Things deals with, apart from other
things, the universal theme of social
consciousness, for example, confrontation
between class antagonism and class
exploitations, exposure of the tyranny and
injustice against woman, child abuse, political
bigotry, caste system.
Arundhati Roy's Booker Prize
winning novel deals with the ravages of caste
system in South Indian state, Kerala. Roy
presents both the miserable plight of
untouchables and also the struggle of a woman
trying to have fulfillment in life in a patriarchal
society. Velutha, the God of Small Things,
* Asst.Professor of English, SVS Group of
Institutions, Warangal.
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transgresses the established norms of society
by having an affair with a woman of high caste.
The ultimate outcome of this love affair is the
tragic death of an "Untouchable" by the
"Touchable Boots" of the state police, an event
that makes a travesty of the idea of God. God
is no more in control of "small things", rather
the small things have an ultimate power over
God, turning him to The God of Loss. The
idea of untouchability is explored at two levels
in the novel. Firstly, we have socially
untouchables, or Parvan, who are never
allowed basic human rights. Secondly, we
have metaphoric untouchables in high castes.
Here discrimination expresses itself in
marginalizing the women in their personal and
public life.
In The God of Small Things the
conflict exists at individual and societal levels.
The novel graphically shows that how people
are helpless to resolve these levels of friction.
Velutha, the outcast, can never coexist
peacefully with the "touchable" communities
for so long as the stigma of untouchability
attached to him and countless others like him.
Velutha is "highly intelligent," an excellent
carpenter with an engineer's mind, but he is
also The God of Loss, The God of Small
Things. He left no footprints in sand, no
ripples in water, no images in mirrors".
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In contrast to Velutha, Chacko can
get away with his debauchery or his "man's
needs" as his mother terms it because he is a
"touchable". Roy has justly put the issue when
she says, "Change is one thing. Acceptance
is another" . The society presented in the novel
is patriarchal. On the one hand we have a
group of characters, Mammachi, Baby
Koachmma, and Kochu Maria the cook, who
perpetuate the division of caste, race, and
gender. On the other hand, Ammu and the
twins, Rahel and Estha, consciously and
unconsciously resist these hierarchies. Ammu,
the biggest victim of the system, is an archetypal
image of a daughter marginalized in a
patriarchal society. Perhaps Ammu, Estha and
Rahel were the worst transgressors. They all
broke the rules. They all crossed into forbidden
territory. They all tampered with laws that lay
down who should be loved and how and how
much. Ammu, the central character of the
novel, has only a marginal existence in the
family structure. A traditional patriarchal
society places little importance on women's
education. Ammu's father Pappachi, does not
like the idea of spending money on his daughter,
and she is never encouraged to find her place
in life. Marriage is the only justification of her
survival.

Ammu accepts the very first proposal
after five days of courtship. In fact, Ammu
had no choice other than accepting whatsoever
life offers her. Unfortunately, her husband turns
out to be a drunkard unable to support the
family. He tries to force Ammu to "please the
boss" but she refuses and the marriage ends
in divorce. As a divorcee, she has to face
ostracism by her society and family. Her
female relatives sympathize with her in a way,
making her conscious of the gravity of her
crime she has committed in living separated
from her husband.

Roy presents a pessimistic picture of
society. With the death of Velutha, the last ray
of hope disappears. He is accused of
kidnapping the twins, and Estha falsely
confirms it. Estha becomes a silent creature
whose incomprehensible "Yes" served to
prove an innocent man guilty. Roy expresses
her disillusionment with the social conditions
of the postcolonial world in which the
untouchables of the past still face a hostile
society that does not let them live as free and
independent individuals. Velutha, the God of
Small Things, the outcast can never co-exist
peacefully with the "touchable" communities
for as long as the stigma of untouchability is
attached to him and countless others like him.
Ammu finished her schooling the same Ammu, another "untouchable" within the
year that her father retired from the job in Delhi "touchable" cannot pursue happiness because
and moved to Aymenem. Pappachi insisted doing so threatens the existing order, and the
that a college education was unnecessary society takes every possible step to stop
expense for a girl so Ammu had no choice but change.
to leave Delhi and move with him. There was
little for a young girl to do in Aymenem other
than to wait for marriage proposal.
***
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THE ELEMENT OF CULTURAL CONFLICT IN SUDHA
MURTY'S
"DOLLAR BAHU"
B. Sridhar Kumar*
Sudha Murthy was born in 1950 in
Shiggaon in North Karnataka. She did her
M.Tech. in Computer Science, and now is the
chairperson of the Infosys Foundation. A
prolific writer in English and Kannada, she has
written nine novels, four technical books, and
three travelogues, one collection of short
stories, three collections of non-fiction pieces
of middle and two books for children.

Bangalore with her husband Shamanna. Girish
is a bank clerk who marries Vinuta. Vinuta is
a real Indian woman who can adjust herself
in the in-law's house, serving husband and
his relatives. Though she is constantly harassed
by her mother-in-law Gauramma, she does
not consider it seriously. Vinutha's character
is soft and loving. Chandru thought of Vinutha
in the following way:

Dallar Bahu, written by Sudha
Murthy, has a common thread that most
Indians will identify with. The novel portrays
the struggle of a middle-class family to
graduate into an upper-class one through their
son in the U.S.A. Murthy explains that the
novel is based on her observations of Indians
in America and Indians in India. It shows the
struggle of Indian immigrants in U.S.A. and
the clash of both cultures, one inherent Indian,
the other alien and American.

'He felt sorry for the poor girl. Of
course, he had never seen her unhappy, tearful
or angry. Perhaps, he thought, she shed her
tears while watering the garden and no one in
the house knew of her sadness.'

Dollar Bahu, the story of Gauramma,
her Dallar Bahu Jamuna and her other
simpleton bahu Vinuta. Gauramma is a greedy
little mother of a three children-Chandru, Girish
and Surabhi, living in a small house in

Chandru, the eldest of her son is
settled in America and is married to Jamuna,
only daughter of rich parents. Soon
Gauramma gets a chance to visit her son and
Dollar bahu in America, as they need a baby
sitter. There have been contrasts and
comparisons throughout the story with the
author vividly portraying the attempts of the
NRIs to assimilate into the mainstream of the
American society and their loss of identity with
their own culture.

* Jr Lecturer in English, Govt Junior College,
Pindiprolu, Khammam Dist

Gauramma very soon realizes how
liberating life can be and sees the world from
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different perspective. She wonders at the
partying culture and social gatherings at the
weekend. She becomes a firsthand witness
to the attitude of the NRIs to their relatives
back at home in India as they grudge that
"After all we have come here to make money,
nay to make more money. We are not their
AIMS." She gets shocked once she comes
to know that Jamuna true to her consumeristic
nature is sending all used sarees to Surabhi,
creating a make belief "Brand new". To her
dismay she finds that even women take recluse
in drinking alcohol and smoking cigarettes.
Sudha Murthy unfolds the typical
stories witnessed in many houses in the USA
through interpersonal relations of some
characters.

she is bewildered to see some Indian
American children protesting their parents
after getting denied for a late night party. They
accuse their parents, "You are constantly
conscious of your Indian origin. You make a
dirty mess of everything."
On and on, Gauramma is shocked to
meet single Indian women who are happy,
divorcees, whose children don't live with their
parents, adult children who don't live with their
parents anymore. She compares the peaceful
life in India with the hustle and bustle in US
with no support system of grandparents and
servant maids. She also compares her two
daughters-in-law and realized that Jamuna's
sweet words and pretentions are really
deceiving. She also realized her stupidity in
giving importance to her dollar bahu and
constantly harassing Vinutha.

There's Savitri, who thought an
arranged marriage to a nice Indian boy would
save her daughter from evil American
Gouramma's agony could be clearly
influence. But, the son-in-law they find leaves identified when she found Jamuna's attitude
the daughter after announcing he only married accidentally. When her friends ask her about
her for a green card.
her return to India, she makes crystal clear
Then there is Chitra, a former student about her abhorrence of her in-laws, "No
of Gauramma's husband. Chatra, widowed way! Here our husbands listen to us; we can
in India at young age and unable to marry there eat, drink, dress and roam around the way
without a dowry, says her life was saved when we want. It is better to send some dollars as
came to the US as a domestic for an NRI gifts than to settle in India. My father had
family. She happens to marry an American clearly told me that he agreed to the proposal
engineer who permits her to send 500 dollars only because Chandru was in America,
otherwise he would not have bothered. My
to her parents every month.
parents had already judged these people
Gauramma can't help contrasting her before they accepted the proposal. My
own grandson, i.e., Vinuta's son chanting mother advised me to be nice, speak to them
slokas and learning good manners by well, but keep them at a distance. That advice
accompanying his grandfather Shamanna as has helped."
TRIVENI
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She felt sorry for her stupidity of falling
prey to her dollar bahu Jamuna and regretted
her own behavior towards obedient Vinutha.
Then she decides to return to India. Her
fascination for America and dollars vanishes
due to her experiences in America. When she
returns to Bangalore, she is very happy and
contented. But Vinutha and Girish move to
Dharwad as Vinutha is depressed about the
arrival of Gauramma thinking that Gauramma
cannot accept her presence in the house as
she is loving dollars and dollar bahu. In the
end Gauramma realized her mistake and is
moved to tears.
The author has maintained the balance
very well without upholding (or) degrading
any culture (or) contrast of the two countries
and proves the point that "It's good to have
money and the things that money can buy, and
at the same time it’s good to ensure that one
hasn't lost the things that money can't buy."
The twists and turns in the story never deviate
from the main theme, i.e., the Indian obsession
for the dollar. At 142 pages, the story doesn't
let boring melodrama creep in. Sudha Murthy,
with her crisp dialogues and lucid language
wields magic yet again.

The Dollar Bahu is a good read for
all Indians, especially the present generation
of young Indians.
Penguin Global Review by Reeta
Sinha 26 September 2010 is as follows:
'While at its core, Dollar Bahu works
as a parable, attempting to convey a moral
lesson (money corrupts or the grass is always
greener -- take your pick), unfortunately,
Murthy bombards the readers with clichéd
examples from the lives of NRIs. She also
uses extremely broad brushstrokes to paint
Indians in the US as greedy and morally
bankrupt. Those in India, of course, are for
the most part, exactly the opposite.'
'Dollar Bahu was adapted to
television as a serial in India. It probably
worked better on TV, particularly for chapters
in the latter half of the book in which
Gouramma meets many NRIs. Each story
Gouramma hears would lend itself well to a
single episode and the audience would get a
break of a week or so in between each. In
the book, however, the chapters become a
litany of NRI sob-stories.'

***
It's not foresight or hindsight we need. We need sight, plain and simple. We need to see what
is right in front of us.
- Gardon Atkinson
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THE FUSION OF SPIRITUALITY IN EDUCATION IN THE
LIFE AND THOUGHT OF BRAHMARSHI RAGHUPATHI
VENKATA RATNAM NAIDU
Prof. M V Krishnayya1
M V L Narasimham Naresh2
Sir Raghupathi Venkata Ratnam
Naidu was an illustrious educationalist and an
exponent of Brahmo Samaj movement. The
movement is associated with bringing the
alienated spirituality to the doorsteps of
common folks. It has achieved needed ends
such as purifying the soul and building an
ethical personality. But, Raghupathi didn't see
in this change a holistic fulfillment of Brahmo
Movment without the ideals of Barhmo
Samaj becoming the foundation and
instrument in the field of education. An ethical
person is inseparable from an educated
person. And such a person should never
overlook the sufferings of the unlearned or
marginalized people. Raghupathi took as his
mission to bring in fundamental changes in
social equality and relation between man and
woman and social inclusiveness.

renaissance. This spirit has manifested itself
in different shades and sheens in south India.
In our culture, due to some mysterious factors,
there crept in some sort of 'societal
incoherence' and the gap between
prescription and practice. The opposing tide
has been steered by several social navigators
of Dakshinapath and the brave sailors of
fortitude like Periyar E.V. Ramaswamy,
Bharaitidasan and poet Subrahmanya
Bharathi et al. In Karnataka 'Basava tradition'
strengthened the social quest for equity and
change in right direction. In kerala, Narayana
Guru initiated a social perspective that would
seek harmony of values.Similarly, in Andhra
Pradesh the four fortifications of this grand
building together are venerated for their social
engineering. Gurajada Appa Rao who was
known for the protest against child marriages
using literature and drama as a means of
In the social history of India, the late transformation of the social evil comes to our
nineteenth century has been known for its mind with his popular play Kanyasulakm.
profound transformation shaping into what we Fortunately he had the royal patronage of
may rightly call as Dakshinapath Vijayanagaram Maharaja-one of the largest
dynasties of Madras Presidency then. The
1. Retired Professor Philosophy, Andhra University- poet Gurajada had the friendship of another
legendary man-of-letters Sri Gidugu
Visakhapatnam.
2. Asst.Professor, College of Technology-Grayat- Ramamurthy whose services are applauded
even today for the spreading of 'spoken dialect'
Saudi Arabia.
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of Telugu Language. Veeresalingam Pantulu
is reverentially remembered for his radical and
adventurous ideas much ahead of his times.
He dedicated his life for educating women,
fighting against the abuse of child marriage and
very crucially widow remarriages which was
a social anathema to the orthodoxy.In the
cause of women education and empowerment,
the duo Raghupathi and Kandukuri have found
the key to national awakening. Since the
education of women definitely produce a
healthy home and society they gave highest
priority to these two values.The coastal
Andhra Pradesh then was a zeitgeist for social
responsibility and it found a cohort, Sri
Kandukuri Veeresalingam Pantulu, the Elan
vital of social restoration and human dignity,
had been the extended arm of Raghupathi.
The hand stretched itself to as far as
Chennapatnam to Katakam. Their sphere of
working is geographically relevant but has a
global appeal since the suffering of humanity
is universal. All of them are humanists, social
engineers and philosophers whose actions
message wherever there are social errors.

"Poor naked wretches, whereso'er you are,
That bide the pelting of this pitiless storm, How
shall your houseless heads and unfed sides,
Your loop'd and window'd raggedness, defend
you From seasons such as these?"

Brahmarshi's life can be summarized
as an achievement towards realization of
Social Justice, Gender Justice and Spiritual
Justice. His fight is a clarion call against
superstitious hegemony, social imbalance,
immoral practices and nepotistic tendencies.
In the contemporary scenario, in particular,
we come across incidence of ragging,
discrimination, and cruelty in educational
institutions. And this is leading into an
unfortunate situation of young minds end their
lives in a very helpless and disheartening
manner. Sociologists raise their finger against
the lack of proper tutelage and parenthood.
Both these institutions, school and home are
not playing constructive role in helping children
to grow as responsible spiritual beings. Vision
is blurred and leadership is inadequate in these
two areas as they didn't find appeal in
combining education and spirituality. In a way,
The unique distinction of Brahmarshi it is a malady of modern education. Worst of
Ragupathi Venkata Ratnam Naidu is the fine all, the attack on fair gender in the form of
combination of provincially spearheaded violent out reaching of their modesty and
social corrective system with a universal chemical aggression on the body are heinous
relevance. Like Gurajada, Raghupathi too crimes that call for practical spirituality rather
had the compassionate camaraderie,for his than mere legislation like Nirbhaya.
broader agenda, of Pithapuram Maharaja Sri
If poets are undeclared legislators, the
Surya Rao Bahadur. Interestingly, a typical
pattern also evolved through the collective visionary mentors of the creed of Sir
efforts of feudatory-philanthropist. Their Raghupathi are the true legislators who have
vision reminds us of the lines of the bard in inculcated an unwritten code of conduct
through their demonstrative lifestyles and
King LearTRIVENI
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personality traits. Raghupathi amply stood for
all these values in the approach of mixing
spirituality into education. Like Mahatma
Gandhi, who declared his intention of
introducing religion into politics, Raghupathi
added spirituality to academics. Raghupathi
is remembered as an ideal teacher by his
students and borders in the orphanages saw
him as a caring father. Young minds are like
clean slates and the writing must be clear! The
mentors of to-day must identify themselves
with sacrifice and social accountability.
However scientific and tech-savvy the
contemporary generation might be, it would
be pertinent to ask whether we can survive
without moral and spiritual sensibilities?! Now,
it is not religion that we believe and the God
we worship but the commonality among being
human makes us sustain in the social chaos.

spite of his unflinching loyalty to the cause and
ethos of the Indian renaissance specifically to
BrahmoSamaj but for the apprehension of
the societal unpreparedness. Unlike his
kindred contemporaries, he didn't let go his
spirit and sensibilities into 'elitist spirituality' but
in a way conceived a Dhramasamaj-and his
sailing to Byzantiumis around the sacred
beacon lights of the cardinal Buddhist virtuesKaruna, Maitri, Mudita, Upeksha.

Sociologists note that the Social
Movement initiated by Raghupathi predated
the Gandhian practices against social
inconsistencies of many types. Naidu was a
great educationalist and wherever he had been
to, he remained a one man University. To the
coastal town Kakinada, he was a harbinger
of education and social renovation. He was
instrumental in instituting the Andhra
Curiously enough, the jewel, Venkata University, a second University in the then
Ratnam was born in Machilipatnam which has Composite State and the first University for
witnessed the brunt of five successive foreign the new state of Andhra Pradesh in offing.
colonizers. As a unique son-of-the soil he has
It is time that the academia has to rise
this natural zeal for fighting against any
inequality including injustice and a zest for up to the occasion and draw parallels from
building an ethical society.He could the life and teachings of Sir Raghupathi to
demonstrate with his character and integrity rejuvenate the spirit of native renaissance and
that he is the right role model for any establish a socially conscientious, ethically
generation irrespective of time and space. strong, economically powerful, scientifically
Perhaps, he has a super dream of transforming advanced and of course a culturally holistic
the fragmented, prismatic society into a India.
heightened inclusive and diffracted society, in
***
I began revolution with 82 men. If I had to do it again, I do it with 10 or 15 and absolute faith.
It does not matter how small you are if you have faith and plan of action.
- Fidel Castro
TRIVENI
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CONFLICT RESOLUTION AND PEACE
Prof. G. Surender Reddy*
"Where there is righteousness in the
heart, there is beauty in the character. Where
there is beauty in the character, there is
harmony in the home. When there is harmony
in the home, there is order in the Nation.
When there is order in the Nation, there is
peace in the world."
- Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam

political conflict as a positional difference
between at least two assertive and directly
involved actors regarding values relevant to a
society (the conflict items including territory,
secession, decolonization, autonomy, system/
ideology, national power, regional
predominance, international power, resources,
other) which is carried out using observable
and interrelated conflict measures that lie
What is Conflict?
outside established regulatory procedures and
The Nobel Peace Prize has been threaten core state functions, the international
awarded 95 times between 1901 and 2014 - order, or hold the prospect of doing so.
to 103 individuals and 25 organizations (Red
Cross thrice and Office of the UNHCR twice). Types of Conflict
But, are we any closer to peace in the world?
As per HIIK, conflicts can be
Apparently not. Conflict abounds, the efforts classified into the following five groups, based
for resolution are on and the hope for on their intensity:
permanent peace continues.
1. Dispute: A political conflict is classified as
a dispute if it meets all elements of the basic
So, how may we define conflict?
concept.
Conflict can be defined as an interference 2. Non-Violent Crisis: A political conflict is
between individuals or groups of people who
classified as a non-violent crisis if physical
have differing aims, values, expectations,
violence is being implicitly or explicitly
purposes, etc. Conflicts can occur at the
threatened to persons or property by at
personal level, societal level, national level and
least one of the actors, or if one actor uses
international level. Conflicts can be personal
physical violence against property, without
or political. The Heidelberg Institute for
regarding the injury of people as
International Conflict Research (HIIK) defines
acceptable. A threat of force is understood
as a verbally or non-verbally
* Dean, Sreenidhi Institute of Science & Technology,
communicated prospect of violent
Hyderabad. Past President, Rotary Club of
measures that is based on the conflict
Hyderabad. Member, Peace & Conflict
item.An acceptance of the injury of persons
Resolution, Rotary International District 3150.
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is present when the use of force against
property includes the possibility of the
injury of people but the violator is indifferent
to this possibility.
3. Violent Crisis: A political conflict is
classified as a violent crisis when at least
one actor uses force sporadically against
persons - or things in case that physical
violence against people is considered
acceptable. The applied means and
consequences altogether are limited.
4. Limited War: A political conflict is classified
as a limited war when at least one actor
uses force against persons and maybe
things in a distinctive way. The applied
means and consequences altogether are
serious.
5. War: A political conflict is classified as a
war when at least one actor uses force
massively against persons and maybe
things. The applied means and
consequences altogether need to be framed
as extensive.
In 2014, the global number of political
conflicts totaled 424 worldwide. Among
these, 223 conflicts saw the use of violence.
The number of highly violent conflicts were
46, subdivided into 25 limited wars and 21
wars. 201 non-violent conflicts were counted.
More specifically, the number of disputes rose
by five whereas the number of conflicts
classified as non-violent crisis increased by
seven compared to 2013.
Causes of Conflict
Conflict is usually multi-causal and
multi-dimensional. It can result from a
TRIVENI

combination of the following factors:
• Political and institutional factors: weak state
institutions, elite power struggles and
political exclusion, breakdown in social
contract and corruption, identity politics
• Socioeconomic factors: inequality,
exclusion and marginalisation, absence or
weakening of social cohesion, poverty
• Resource and environmental factors:
greed, scarcity of national resources often
due to population growth leading to
environmental insecurity, unjust resource
exploitation
Costs and Consequences of Conflict
All of us need to be seriously
concerned about conflicts because they have
very severe costs and consequences. Violent
conflict has devastating effects across a range
of areas, many of which have lasting impacts.
Human toll: Violent conflict results in loss of
life, disablement, rape and sexual violence,
displacement and forced migration, the spread
of disease and famine.
Social systems: Armed conflicts disrupt and
destroy families and community life. Family
systems are undermined with massive
displacements, and losses of life and property.
Political governance: Violent conflict impacts
negatively on the rule of law, state capacity,
and democratic political processes.
Socioeconomic costs: Infrastructure, capital
stock and household assets are destroyed
during conflict, investment declines, and
household and national incomes drop.
Socioeconomic indicators demonstrate that
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impacts of conflict include declining literacy, a
drop in life expectancy and increased infant
mortality. The collapse of education systems
and the loss of educated populations (due to
death or displacement) have negative longterm implications for human capital and
economic productivity.

beyond as arms, drugs, conflict resources and
refugees spill over the border. Mass refugee
migration in particular can place a large
economic burden on host countries.
Neighbouring countries may also suffer from
damage to cross-border infrastructure and the
environmental impacts of conflict.

Conflict Resolution
There are a variety of conflict
resolution methods for different situations,
including:
• Negotiation
• Mediation
• Shuttle Diplomacy
Social-psychological: Experiencing violent • Conciliation
conflict can be extremely traumatic. Many • Arbitration
war-affected persons suffer from post- • Litigation
traumatic stress syndrome, which contributes
Negotiation is a dialogue between two
to poor mental and physical health, reduced
quality of life, and in some cases, greater or more people or parties intended to reach a
difficulties in work, education and family life - mutually beneficial outcome, resolve points of
and increased violent behaviour. Youth and difference, to gain advantage for an individual
children are at particular risk: research has or collective, or to craft outcomes to satisfy
shown that experiencing violence at an early various interests. Negotiation occurs not only
age results in higher risk of perpetuating in personal situations, business, non-profit
violence.
organizations, government branches, legal
proceedings, but also among nations.
Legacy of large-scale human rights Professional negotiators are often specialized,
abuses: Violent conflict results from and such as peace negotiators, hostage
produces a breakdown in law and order and negotiators, or may work under other titles,
the perpetration of human rights abuses on a such as diplomats, legislators or brokers.
mass scale - by government, non-state actors,
Negotiation theorists generally
and in the case of transnational conflicts,
distinguish between two types of negotiation:
external actors.
distributive and integrative. In a distributive,
Regional/global impact: Violent conflict has also called as win-lose (one person's gain is
various effects in neighbouring countries and another person's loss) kind of negotiation, or
Social capital: The processes and impact of
violent conflict weakens and in some cases
destroys the social fabric of societies. Conflict
disrupts social relations and can result in social
dislocation, and a decline in interpersonal and
communal group trust.
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hard-bargaining or positional negotiation, you
tend to take an extreme position, knowing that
it will not be accepted, and indulge in
"gamesmanship" employing a combination of
bluffing, guile and brinkmanship, in an attempt
to concede as little as possible before reaching
a deal. The underlying assumption is that you
have to share a "fixed pie" or finite amount of
the thing being divided or distributed among
the people involved in the negotiation. A
distributive negotiation often involves people
who have never had a previous interactive
relationship, nor are they likely to do so again
in the near future.
A more healthy style of negotiation is
a win-win type, called as integrative or
interest-based or principled negotiation. This
type of negotiation seeks to benefit all the
parties involved by creating value in the course
of the negotiation ("expanding the pie"). It is a
cooperative, collaborating and compromising
style of negotiation based on a high degree of
trust. It maintains long-term relationships.
Mediation is a settlement of a dispute
or controversy by setting up an independent
person between two contending parties in
order to aid them in the settlement of their
disagreement. In International Law, mediation
is the friendly interference of one state in the
controversies of nations. It is recognized as a
proper action to promote peace among
nations. The term "mediation" broadly refers
to any instance in which a third party helps
others reach agreement. More specifically,
mediation has a structure, timetable and
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dynamics that "ordinary" negotiation lacks. The
mediator acts as a neutral third party and
facilitates rather than directs the process.
Mediators use various techniques to
open, or improve, dialogue and empathy
between disputants, aiming to help the parties
reach an agreement. Much depends on the
mediator's skill and training. The role of the
mediator is to help parties reach a solution to
their problem and to arrive at an outcome that
both parties are happy to accept. Mediators
avoid taking sides, making judgements or
giving guidance. They are simply responsible
for developing effective communications and
building consensus between the parties. The
focus of a mediation meeting is to reach a
common sense settlement agreeable to both
parties in a case.
Mediation is a voluntary process and
will only take place if both parties agree. It is
a confidential process where the terms of
discussion are not disclosed to any party
outside the mediation hearing.
If parties are unable to reach
agreement, they can still go to court. Details
about what went on at the mediation will not
be disclosed or used at a court hearing. Both
parties share the cost of mediation, which will
depend on the value and complexity of the
claim.
Shuttle Diplomacy: While mediation
implies bringing disputing parties face-to-face
with each other, the strategy of "shuttle
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diplomacy", where the mediator serves as a
liaison between disputing parties, also
sometimes occurs as an alternative.
Conciliation sometimes serves as an
umbrella-term that covers mediation and
facilitative and advisory dispute-resolution
processes. Neither process determines an
outcome, and both share many similarities. For
example, both processes involve a neutral
third-party who has no enforcing powers.

of all parties. This contrasts with litigation,
which normally settles the dispute in favour of
the party with the strongest legal argument.
In-between the two operates collaborative
law, which uses a facilitative process where
each party has counsel.

Arbitration is the process by which
the parties to a dispute submit their differences
to the judgment of an impartial person or group
appointed by mutual consent or statutory
provision. A third party reviews the evidence
One significant difference between in the case and imposes a decision that is
conciliation and mediation lies in the fact that legally binding on both sides and enforceable
conciliators possess expert knowledge of the in the courts. Arbitration is typically conducted
domain in which they conciliate. The in front of one or three arbitrators. The process
conciliator can make suggestions for is much like a mini trial with rules of evidence,
settlement terms and can give advice on the etc. Arbitration typically proceeds faster than
subject-matter. Conciliators may also use their court and typically at a lower cost. The Arbiter
role to actively encourage the parties to come makes the ultimate decision rather than the
to a resolution. In certain types of dispute the parties. Arbiters' decisions are typically final
conciliator has a duty to provide legal and appeals are rarely successful even if the
information. This helps ensure that agreements decision appears to one party to be completely
comply with relevant statutory frameworks. unreasonable.
Therefore conciliation may include an advisory
Litigation is where courts impose their
aspect. Mediation is purely facilitative: the
mediator has no advisory role. Instead, a thoughts to both parties. For instance, parties
mediator seeks to help parties to develop a can go to the International Court of Justice
shared understanding of the conflict and to seeking redress. Courts in some cases refer
work toward building a practical and lasting litigants to mediation. Mediation is typically
less costly, less formal and less complex.
resolution.
Unlike courts, mediation does not ensure
Both mediation and conciliation work binding agreements and the mediator does not
to identify the disputed issues and to generate decide the outcome.
options that help disputants reach a mutually
satisfactory resolution. They both offer In Conclusion
Ultimately speaking, we are better off
relatively flexible processes. Any settlement
reached generally must have the agreement in ensuring that conflicts do not arise to begin
TRIVENI
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with. In this regard, we would do well to
remember what the constitution of UNESCO
says:
That since wars begin in the minds of
men, it is in the minds of men that the defences
of peace must be constructed;
That ignorance of each other's ways
and lives has been a common cause,
throughout the history of mankind, of that
suspicion and mistrust between the peoples
of the world through which their differences
have all too often broken into war;

That the wide diffusion of culture, and
the education of humanity for justice and liberty
and peace are indispensable to the dignity of
man and constitute a sacred duty which all
the nations must fulfil in a spirit of mutual
assistance and concern;
That a peace based exclusively upon
the political and economic arrangements of
governments would not be a peace which
could secure the unanimous, lasting and
sincere support of the peoples of the world,
and that the peace must therefore be founded,
if it is not to fail, upon the intellectual and moral
solidarity of mankind.

***
SOURCE FOR INSPIRATION
K Rajamouli*
He is the source for inspiration
Indelible in the inquisitive minds
Inerasable in the responsive hearts
Not by the wealth in his possession
Not by the power in his election
But by his unstinted love for mankind
But by his unlimited thirst for knowledge
In space-craft and missile development
His live-slogan for the young brains
To dream high to keep heads high
In endless pursuits to see their dreams
Come true, come in flying colours
He had his own mission like Mahatma
For his relentless struggle for freedom
He had his own mission like Teresa
* Prof. English, Warangal
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For her restless service to the helpless
He was People's President doubtless
With his patriotic fervor appreciable
In 'Making the World More Livable';
For he was a visionary and a dreamer
Of virtues loftier and values higher;
Mother India extols his duty-devotion
His vision for the integrity of Nation;
His mission is to ignite young minds
To do great in great fields of all kinds
His life for them is not just inspiration
But a perennial source of inspiration
To own the highest wealth of knowledge;
He is none but our beloved scientist,
Dr. A.P.J Abdul Kalam, a noted humanist.
To whom we all offer deep tributes
With an oath to treat his path as students.
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Triveni Golden Article reprinted from Vol.1 No.1 January, 1928

THE RENAISSANCE IN ANDHRA
K. Ramakotiswara Rao*
impressed by the almost total absence in
Telugu of a great prose literature and the
It has been claimed for the Andhras singular lack of variety in its literary forms.
that they are among the least Anglicised of the
The epic and the Prabandha (verseIndian peoples; that despite their long contact
tale)
were
the two chief forms of literary
with the West, they have never permitted
themselves to be weaned away from their expression then current. The drama was nonpredominant love of the mother-tongue; that existent, for, the crude variety known as
they have thus been enabled to take a leading Veedhi Nataka (street-drama) was despised
by the cultured as being meant for the
part in the vernacular movement of to-day.
'common herd' and as unfit to be reckoned
This claim is in the main justified by as ‘high-class poetry’. The lyric and the elegy
facts. But while English never quite replaced as distinct types of literary expression were
the mother-tongue as the medium of social unknown. We say ‘distinct’ because the epics
intercourse and of political propaganda, it as well as the Prabandha contained many
nevertheless influenced powerfully the growth passages of lyric charm and infinite pathos.
of Telugu literature in the last century. The The novel, biography, literary criticism, and
greater number of our university men have, history were yet to be born. These could
no doubt, looked upon the acquisition of come only with the growth of a prose literature.
English as a passport to government service The Danda Kavilelu (local annals) that were
and as a means of establishing commercial extant were mere dry chronicles of fact and
relations with foreign countries. But there were could not be classed as history in its nobler
a few choice spirits, who drank deep at the signification. Ballads and folk-songs of rare
fountains of English literature. They were beauty abounded all over the land, and served
inevitably dazzled by the splendour and the to inspire and to enliven the hearers but these,
variety of the treasures laid bare to their view. like the street-dramas, were relegated to an
They compared them with their own, much to inferior position. Even in our own day, they
the disadvantage of the latter. They were are but slowly winning their way to recognition
in defiance of the self-appointed arbiters of
literature.
* Founder, Editor, Triveni
I. BEFORE THE DAWN
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The influence of English literature was
the outstanding feature of this period; English
was the touchstone of literary expression, and
every production, ancient or modern, was
adjudged meritorious or otherwise according
as it did or did not conform to English
standards. It was an age of nation depression
when even the noblest among us were content
to be told that ours was an inferior civilization,
and that the only hope of advancement, social,
political or economic, lay in a conscious
imitation of the West. This tendency was not
less pronounced in the literary sphere. The
subordinate position assigned to the mother
tongue at every stage of school and collegiate
education served but to deepen this
impression.

1900 was marked by the unceasing activity
of a band of scholars, who, in addition to
original productions of great value, helped to
conserve all that was best in Telugu literature,
and brought it within the reach of an evergrowing circle of readers.

Contemporaneous with this phase of
literary activity, was that of the inheritors of
the old classic tradition, who continued to write
Prabandhas in the old style and to translate
the epics anew from the Sanskrit. The
Gopinatha Ramayanam was composed in
the middle of the last century under the
patronage of the Rajas of Venkatagiri;
Mandapaka Parvateeswara Kavi,
Madabhushi Venkatacharyulu, Tirupati
Venkata Kavulu and a number of lesser lights
But the contact with a new culture had kept the flame of classic poetry. In recent
the wholesome effect of inducing some of the years, the Sanskrit Ramayana has been
more ardent scholars in the last generation to translated for the tenth or eleventh time into
study the Telugu classics with greater insight, Telugu by Vavilakolnu Subba Rao, and the
and to preserve from decay the priceless Mahabharata by Sripada Krishnamurti
treasures of the past. Eminent scholars like Sastri. These two poets set about their task
the late Rao Bahadur K. Viresalingam Pantulu with the avowed object of translating the
and Vedam Venkataraya Sastri set themselves Sanskrit epics ‘literally’ into the vernacular and
to the truly Herculean task of unearthing a vast not adapting them as their forerunners had
number of old poems, and printing them for done.
the first time. The great epics were also edited
In the succeeding sections, an attempt
with great care, after collation of different
manuscripts, and made available to the public. will be made to indicate the main lines of
Earlier than these scholars, Mr. C. P. Brown, literary advance during the period, and to
of the Civil Service, had endeared himself to appraise the literary value of the more
the Telugus by editing the classic poems with important productions in prose and verse.
the help of learned Pandits. Vavilla Ramaswami
II
Sastrulu of Madras and the proprietors of the
‘Ananda Press’ had led the way in high-class
Telugu literature, like the literature of
publication work. The period from 1840 to every land, has flourished on royal patronage.
TRIVENI
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The ages of cultured Emperors like Raja Raja
Chalukya and Krishna Deva Raya have been
the ages of the greatest literary activity. With
the break up of the Vijayanagar Empire, a
number of principalities came into existence,
owing nominal allegiance to the Sultans of
Golconda or the Nawabs of the Carnatic, but
enjoying complete autonomy for all practical
purposes. The chieftains of this period built
maginificent forts, maintained huge
establishments, and delighted to surround
themselves with poets and scholars of repute.
According to traditional Hindu ideas, the
acceptance of a kavya by dedication was one
of the Saptasantanams (seven kinds of
offspring) mentioned in the Sastras.

the love-lorn maiden's invocation to the God
of Love (Manmadha) and his maternal uncle,
the Moon; of pitched battles of opposing
hosts, and of the more tender warfare of love.

Peddana, the poet-laureate of
Krishna Deva Raya, had broken a way from
the tradition of translating the Puranas, and
set himself to the creation of a new form of
literary expression, the Prabandha. But what
with a poet of consummate genius like
Peddana was the means of producing the
loftiest poetry, soon became in the hands of
less gifted imitators, a tiresome and soulless
jargon. This is not to discount the value of
some of the great Prabandhas that followed
the
Manucharitra
like
the
For over two centuries, therefore, the Parijathapaharanam of Timma Kavi, or the
growth of Telugu literature was conditioned Prabhavati Pradyumna and Kala
by the tastes and inclinations of a powerful Purnodaya of Suranarya, or the Vijaya
class of noblemen, and, the poets, if they were Vilasam of Venkata Kavi. These are among
to keep themselves above want, had to submit the immortal classics of the language. But a
to the prevailing taste. The more famous tiresome repetition of themes and descriptions,
among them wandered from court to court an inordinate fondness for slesha (or double
and received valuable presents by exhibitions entendre) and for flambuoyant diction, soon
of their poetic talents and learning. But the resulted in a dead-level of mediocrity in poetic
usual course for a poet was to attach himself expression. The style of several of the
to, some chieftain or land-owner, write a kavya Prabandhas of this period is comparable with
on the model of the Manucharitra or the that of the 'metaphysical poets' of England.
vasucharitra and dedicate it to his patron. The The language was often smooth-flowing and
free play of intellect and emotion, so marked the versification delightful, but somehow, the
in the literary coterie of the Imperial Court of soul had fled.
Krishna Deva Raya at Vijayanagar was
The poetry of this period serves to
lacking in the petty courts of these chieftains.
Every poet, great or small, endeavoured to illustrate the truth, that no great literature can
create a Prabandha out of some Puranic story be produced except in a period of great
and fill it in with the conventional varnanas upheaval, - political, social or religious. In the
(descriptions) of sun-rise and moon-rise, of days of Krishna Deva Raya and for a
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generation afterwards, the Telugus were
witnesses – yea partakers - of glorious deeds.
It was a period of unprecedented activity in
all spheres of human endeavour, when men's
souls were stirred to their depths. But the
succeeding period, up to the time of contact
with a completely new civilization - the British
- was one of stagnation, of indulgence in
pleasure - confined to the wealthy and
powerful chieftains - of imitation rather than
creation. The last gleams of Andhra valour
and romance shone on Bobbili, and naturally
enough, the bravery of Rangarao and his
illustrious band of Velama heroes, and the
joyous self-immolation of Rani Mallamma
Devi and her women, formed the subjectmatter of soul stirring ballads and of a historical
poem-the Rangarayacharitra of Narayana
Kavi. It is remarkable that even this last
mentioned poem was composed under the
patronage of the Velama Zamindar of
Narsaraopet.
This long digression has become
necessary in order to indicate the conditions
under which the greater portion of the literature
immediately prior to the modern era was
produced. It was frankly an age of patronage
by noblemen. The poetry was marked by an
oppressive prominence given to the erotic
sentiment. It was marked, too, by a studied
adherence to conventional modes of
expression. There was little variety either in
theme or in treatment. The poets merely
conformed to the prevailing taste of their
patrons, the noblemen, some of whom were
themselves scholars and poets.
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The common people would gladly
congregate at the village temple and listen with
real delight and devotion to the recitation of
the Telugu Puranas. They thus acquired the
culture of the past, even without being literate.
They were not yet able to make their influence
felt on the growth of literature. The poets, most
of them poor Brahmanas, could not depend
upon the patronage of a large reading public
for the appreciation and sale of their
productions.
Conditions have slowly changed
during the last century, and the transition from
princely to public patronage is now in progress.
It would not be too much to say that even in
our own day, much high-class poetry could
not have been produced, but for the generous
help of noblemen like Sri Ananda Gajapathi
of Vizianagaram, and the Rajas of Pithapuram,
Polavaram, Munagala and Venkatagiri.
Others, not so highly-placed, have also
supported literary men and made their path in
life less wearisome and rugged than it would
otherwise have been. But at the same time,
the standard is no longer exclusively set by a
small group of individuals, however cultured
or wealthy, but by an ever-widening public,
which, if it cannot seek out and reward the
obscure genius, has yet the ability to encourage
literary men of approved merit.
The earlier careers of literary men are
still strewn with thorns, but after a certain
period of suffering and struggle, a talented
writer may look to the general public for
support, and he need not, unless he chooses
to, attach himself to any patron. The careers
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He has been called the 'Tikkana of
Telugu Prose.' This implies that he is as great
in prose as Tikkana is in verse, wielding his
instrument with the freedom, spontaneity, and
vigour, that is so characteristic of Tikkana's
verse, as seen in his translation of the last
fourteen Parvas of the Mahabharata. This
then is Viresaligam's title to greatness - that
he forged a new weapon and wielded it with
consummate skill. There was Telugu prose
before. Viresalingam, but it was either the
sanskritised poetic-prose interspersed in the
Puranas and Prabandhas, or the prose of
the popular tales commonly deemed to have
no pretensions to literary grace. Chinayya
Suri, who is sometimes reckoned as the first
great writer of Telugu prose in the 19th
century, was not in touch with the living
language of the modern era. The Telugu of his
Neethi Chandrika, though possessing some
charm, is archaic and highly reminiscent of the
Thus, while the age of aristocratic
prose of the Prabandhas. His main object in
patronage has not yet come to an end - indeed
writing it was that it should serve to illustrate
it will continue so long as rich men have a
his Telugu Grammar. The prose style of
cultivated taste - it may be safely asserted that
Viresalingam, on the other hand, approached
we are in the middle of the period of transition
considerably the spoken language of the
from princely to public patronage.
cultured classes. He had no great prose
III
literature before him to guide him in his new
The late K. Viresalingam Pantulu was venture, and sometimes the construction of
the most forceful personality in the Andhra sentences and the very modes of expression
country during the last generation. Reformer, appear to have been borrowed from English.
philanthropist, and scholar, he left the impress But this was inevitable in a first, great
of his intellect and energy on many spheres of experiment, and everyone will admit that for
Andhra activity. But we are concerned more simplicity and ease his Telugu is unequalled.
especially with his career as a man of letters,
Early in his literary career,
and his achievement in other directions will
Viresalingam
wrote some excellent Telugu
be pertinent only in so far as it influenced his
verse and even composed a Prabandha, the
outlook and writings.
of Viresalingam, Vaddadi Subbaraya Kavi,
Venkataraya Sastri, Vavilakolanu Subba Rao,
Chilakamarti Lakshminarasimham, and to
some extent, those of Tirupati Venkata Kavulu
and P. Lakshmi Narasimha Rao, afford ample
proof of our contention. The opening of a
number of High Schools and Colleges has
made it possible for some of these
distinguished scholars to be entertained as
teachers, though their salary has never been
sufficient for the bare necessaries of life. The
Text Book Committee has also come to the
rescue of struggling authors, and enabled them
to continue their services to literature, by
recommending some of their writings as textbooks. We are conscious of the fact that this
last species of patronage has, in some
instances, been grossly abused but in the main,
it has helped to keep up the drooping spirits
of our literary men.
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Rasikajana Manoranjanam. As a rebel
against the decadent classicism of the 18th
century, he showed a marked preference for
‘pure’ Telugu verse - free from the admixture
of Sanskrit. He achieved great distinction as
a writer of such verse. His translations of
Sanskrit dramas, notably Sakuntala, contain
exquisite verse, but as we have indicated, his
title to greatness rests more on his prose than
on his verse.

veritable cesspool of stagnation, or a miserable
den of horrors. To him was not vouchsafed
the gift of sympathetic portraiture

Of contemporary life, which we love
to associate with Chilakamarti Lakshmi
Narasimham, the author of Ramachandra
Vijayam, or the ability to effect a silent reform
by gentle raillery, which is so prominent a
feature of the writings of P. Lakshmi
Narasimha Rao. Viresalingam was so much
In his battles against a hide-bound of a puritan that he refused to see the
orthodoxy, he found his new weapon of picturesqueness or the delicate grace of
incalculable service. He deemed it necessary contemporary Telugu life. His vision was
to rally to his cause all the thinking elements intense, but it was narrow. Like Martin Luther,
of the Andhra nation, and not merely the he destroyed something that was beautiful
pandits with Sanskrit learning, or the English- along with much that was ugly. But who can
educated classes. He elaborated, his blame the fiery reformer and noble
arguments for Hindu social reform in a series philanthropist, who carried on a valiant fight
of essays and lectures couched in simple, for social justice, and whose predominant trait
telling prose, calculated to appeal to the was a burning sense of social wrong? His was
intelligence and to captivate the heart of the an uphill task, and circumstanced as he was,
Telugu public. But he did not trust solely to he felt that sledge-hammer blows were more
his theses. He made effective use of lighter effective than ‘sweet reasonableness’. He was
forms of literature - the farce and the fable - essentially a fighter, and he gave and received
to drive home his views on social questions. hard blows. But the causes which he
And in these the language was simpler than championed have gained general acceptance,
that of the essays, and easily comprehended and if to-day, we no longer hold up our hands
by the illiterate among his compatriots. He in pious horror at the thought of the resought to bring about a radical reform of social marriage of virgin widows, nor treat the
abuses by his biting sarcasm and open ridicule. question of women's education as open to
No social institution, no popular religious debate, nor openly support the institution of
belief, was too sacred to escape his Devadasis, the credit must be given to the selficonoclastic zeal. He found little to love and less labours of heroic soul.
cherish in contemporary Hindu life in Andhra
Being a very diligent student of
Desa, and anyone reading through his volumes
would carry away the impression that Telugu English literature, Viresalingam set himself to
society in the eighties of the last century was a enrich his mother-tongue with new and varied
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number of years. He was at great pains to
collect palmyra manuscripts from all quarters,
and to publish the more important of them with
brief literary notices. It is sometimes urged that
his Lives of the Poets is a mere collection of
biographical sketches, with precious little of
real literary criticism. But Viresalingam was
anxious to prepare the ground for future
workers in the field, and he devoted his
attention to determining the date, habitation,
and incidents in the careers of literary men,
and preparing a frame-work of Telugu literary
history. This is an essential, though by no means
Rajasekhara Charitra, his novel of the higher, function of literary criticism, and
Telugu social life, was modelled on later writers have expressed their thankfulness
Goldsmith's, The Vicar, but he owed to to Viresalingam’s pioneer work, even where
Goldsmith little more than the bare conception they differed from his conclusions. The Lives
- a simple-minded and devout householder, of the Poets, has created an abiding love for
well-nigh overwhelmed by misfortunes, and Telugu literature in the hearts of the Andhras.
in the end getting clear of them all by virtue of
He translated Kalidasa's Sakuntala,
his innate goodness. It is the first, even as it is
indisputably the best, social novel in the Shakespeare’s Merchant of Venice and a few
language. One sometimes regrets that later other plays into Telugu. He also wrote a
writers, with a few notable exceptions, should number of original Telugu dramas, the most
have neglected contemporary life, and gone popular of them being Harischandra. But his
a-begging for their themes to distant talents as a dramatist found free-play in his
Rajaputana, or contented themselves with longer farces - the Brhamha Vivaha and
translating Bengali novels of doubtful merit into Vyavahara Dharma Bodhini. In the former
a Telugu style, which is a crude mixture of he holds up to ridicule the pernicious custom
Bengali, Sanskrit, and Telugu. The freshness of marrying young girls to old men for the sake
and the charm that Viresalingam's social novels of the latter's wealth.
possess seem to be memories of a by gone
The latter is a tirade on the evil
age.
practices obtaining in the law-courts. He was
Viresalingam's contribution to literary always at his best in showing up the corruption
criticism and biography consisted of his Lives rampant in public and private life. He was a
of the Telugu Poets. The work was the terror to evil-doers and bribe-takers. People
outcome of patient research spread over a in and about Rajamahendravaram are able to
forms of literary expression. He was pioneer
in literary biography and criticism, in the drama
and novel, in scientific and political essays, in
popular literature for women and children, in
vernacular journalism and pamphleteering. He
was a most copious writer, and for full twenty
years, the Telugu country was flooded by his
writings in prose and verse. He was the first
among the writers that commanded an
extensive sale for their publications and thus
were placed above the necessity of pandering
to the tastes of aristocratic patrons.
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identify the more important of the characters
in his farces, but even apart from such
identifications, his productions, have a
perennial interest, because they caricature
Telugu society in an epoch of transition and
we love them even though we may not be
privileged to know in actual life the persons
whom he has immortalised.

think his thoughts, we dream his dreams, and
even without being conscious of it, we employ
the turns of phrase and the literary expressions
that were his. He was not a gifted poet; he
was not a great dramatist; he was lacking in
imagination and in breadth of vision. But by
sheer force of personality, by an ardent love
for the mother-tongue and a desire to
modernise and enrich it with all that was noble
We do not propose to weary the in the culture of the West, and above all, by
reader with a narration of all that he did to the exquisite charm of a new prose style he
enrich Telugu literature by coining a scientific turned to a variety of purposes (the last of
terminology, and by making scientific them being his autobiography), he stands out
knowledge available in easy popular Telugu. as the greatest literateur of the nineteenth
Enough has been said to make it clear that, as century in Andhra Desa. No memorial has
in social reform, so in literary expression been raised to him, but we might say that with
Viresalingam was a pioneer. The present him, even as with the great architect of St.
generation of Andhras has been fed upon the Paul's, you have only to 'look round,' and
ideas which he struggled to make popular. We modern Andhra Desa is his memorial.
***
The thought manifests as the word;
The word manifests as the deed;
The deed develops into habit;
And habit hardens into character;
So watch the thought and its ways with care,

And let it spring from love
Born out of concern for all beings…
As the shadow follows the body,
As we think, so we become.
- Buddha

***
Einstein was a scientist celebrity in his time. Whenever someone would ask for his autograph,
he would charge them either $1 for a regular autograph or $5 for signing some memorabilia.
However, it was not out of greed. All the proceeds from this, he gave to charity. He also
donated his speaker fees for giving speeches. It's reported that in his time, he would earn
almost $1000 per speech.
- Internet
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BOOK REVIEW
Sri Sai Baba's Charters and Sayings- As
I Understand. A Social Reformer, A
Social Scientist and a Social Engineer
(A Devotee's Perspective)
Author : Dr. Rajaram Pagadala.
Price : Rs.250.00
For Copies contact Lakshmi Print &
Packs, 11-5-422/A/3, Opp. Hanuman
Temple, Red Hills, Hyderabad-500004
Ph.:040-64500457, Cell:9885244069
email: laxmiprints@gmail.com

position as the Chancellor of the Sri Balaji
Vidyapeeth Medical University (Medical),
Pondichery.

An important facet of this noble
medical and saintly personality is his deeply
ingrained sense of Spiritualism. This he
attributes to the grace of Shiridi Saibaba, with
whose blessings he has been selflessly serving
the poor and the sick, bringing sunshine back
into their lives. In this book Dr. Rajaram, the
author shares his experiences as a true and
Prof. Dr.Rajaram Pagadala, the ardent Saibaba devotee. Excerpts from the
author is an eminent and highly acclaimed preface to this book are presented below.
medical professional. He has the unique
distinction of rendering altruistic service to
"My explanations presented as Sri
the needy and suffering humanity, besides being Saibaba's Charters and Sayings-As I
an excellent medical academician and Understand is an attempt to express my
administrator. He worked and taught in humble outlook on some issues the current
several medical colleges and hospitals in humanity is facing. Having understood what
Andhra Pradesh. He was also Professor, Baba had said, I tried to explain the possible
Dean, and the Director of the Jawaharlal solutions to the problems that we are facing
Institute of Post Graduate Medical today. As an academician, these are purely
Education and Research (JIPMER), meant toward promotion of the betterment of
Pondichery and retired as Deputy Director humanity. Baba said that one who follows him
General of Health Services, Govt., of India. will be able to weed off quickly his bad karma
He is the recipient of the coveted Dr. B.C. leading to self-enlightenment.
Roy award as an Eminent Medical Teacher
of India. He established three Medical
"Om Sai Ram! My profound respect
colleges, one at Eluru, another at Pondichery and love goes to Sri Narasimha Swamiji for
and the third outside India at Nepal, which giving us the book Saibaba's Charters and
have, expectedly acquired the reputation for Sayings thereby, he served the humanity. His
alround excellence. In recognition of his book has become a holy book for millions
impeccable and distinguished service in the who read it daily in their prayers, looking for
Medical field he now holds the preeminent an answer for their doubts. Here, I am
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attempting to offer my views, as I understand,
based on my experience in performing dayto-day duties while looking toward Baba for
guidance. My interpretations of some of the
Baba's Charters and Sayings, as I
understand may not look authentic for some
of you. But the book is to make the younger
generation understand the teachings of Sai
Baba. However, please consider this as an
attempt to put the book in its proper
perspective and in clear format."
"A steadfast Sai Devotee, Rajaram, started
spreading Sai messages. He perceived that
Baba was not only an avatar but was also a
Saint, Social Reformer, Social Scientist and a
Social Engineer. The author incorporated his
thoughts in this book Sri Sai Baba's Charters
and Sayings- As I Understand . It is a sincere
and solemn attempt to educate the young and
encourage them to trek the path of spirituality
and humanity"
Venkat Rao Anantula, IPS (Retd.)
Hyderabad
Righteous Republic by Ananya Vajpayee
was published in 2012 by Harvard
University Press.
Ananya Vajpayee is a visiting fellow
professor with the Centre for the Study of
Developing Societies, New Delhi and senior
fellow with American Institute of Indian
Studies.
According to Ananyaji, Gandhiji's firm
belief in Gita shows his patience and humility
to make it part and parcel of his life. She feels
TRIVENI

Gandhiji, Rabindranth Tagore, his nephew
Abanindranath and Ambedkar were the four
prominent personalities who were the cause
of India's Independence.
For Gandhiji Swaraj is both subject
and object. Swaraj means self rule and also
rule by self. For Mahatma Karamchand
Gandhi, Ahimsa is a weapon to achieve
Swaraj. Ahimsa also means change of heart.
By making the colonial rulers change their
hearts through non violent means Swaraj can
be achieved, thought Gandhiji. For Tagore it
is Viraha i.e. separation, waiting without
expectation. Rabindranath Tagore's fifty years
of poetry was influenced by Kalidasa's
Meghadoot where the Yaksha and his
beloved waited without expecting ever to
meet. They were undergoing viraha. Tagore's
expectation of India's freedom was
unexpected, i.e., Viraha.
For Abanindranath it is Avegha.
Through paintings he wants to show his
expectation through Mughal exuberance. For
Ambedkar it is Dukha, experienced by the
untouchables for achieving Swaraj i.e.
freedom from the domination of Hindus.
Nehru kept on discovering Indian History,
throughout the course of his adult life.
Ambedkar delved into every aspect of Hindu
tradition that he was thoroughly critical of it
which made him embrace Buddhist tradition
in some fashion.
For these founders the meaning of the
past was not predetermined and the question
of tradition was an open one.
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serves a scrumptious fare, classifying her
middles into four parts - Office-Office; MidPleasures and Palaces; Of Heroes and AntiHeroes; There's No Place Like Home. An
IAS officer, she has recently retired as
Secretary in the Union Ministry of Rural
Development, and her variegated bureaucratic
For Ananya - Free India, is that, had experience has enriched her middles.
won its Swaraj, the India, which hardly fought
In the Preface, exuding conceptual
and brightly envisioned by extraordinary
figures like Gandhiji, Ambedkar, Tagore and clarity and expressive concinnity, she remarks
Nehru. It was the dream of realizing both the tongue-in-cheek: 'With my middles entitled
norm of righteousness and the form of a "Slim Hope," "Memory Plus," and "Contact
Lenses Forever," I flaunted my flaws with
republic.
S.K. Mangammal Chari. aplomb, and ensured that others read about
them too! Surprisingly, nobody accused me
IN THE MIDDLE (A collection of of suffering from low self-esteem.'
newspaper middles) | Vandana Kumari
Now let us have one example per
Jena | Ocean Books. 2015 | ISBN 978section. First, Office-Office. Bureaucrats are
81-8430-329-2 | Pages 246 | Rs 300
experts at games both indoors and outdoors.
This scintillating book contains 100 'Snakes and ladders, for one; they aspire to
out of the 250 middles contributed to the climb up the ladder, but the snake-in-the-grass
leading newspapers in India since 1984 by colleagues could suck them down. Poker is
Vandana Kumari Jena, who has, also, three another one, which teaches them "to hide their
works of fiction to her credit - The Dance of feelings behind an expressionless mask."
Death; The Incubation Chamber;and The Football is a game played by them with "great
Future is Mine.Like any ideal middle, verve and vigour," where when the things go
Vandana's are spruce and succinct, witty and awry, "a convenient scapegoat is picked up"
humorous, perceptive and probing - touching and made a football' (Games Bureaucrats
practically on every important aspect of social Play).
life - from the plebeian to the patrician. She
Mid-Pleasures and Palaces peeps
throws in a spicy combo of fortes and foibles,
successes and failures, peccadilloes and into her official foreign jaunts. The rather
indiscretions, adventures and misadventures. buxom Vandana was on a fortnight's official
Vandana doesn't exempt herself from being a visit to Russia when it was under an economic
target of her fun-poking. Gifted with an and food crisis; she hoped to turn the semiuncanny felicity of diction and narration, she starvation into a prospect of coming back with
All of them believed in Kabir, though
he is not discussed by them. Though Kabir
was well known through his popular reception,
his language leaves him poorly understood.
Even as we sing and recite Kabir with alacrity,
the full import of metaphor eludes us.
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"an hourglass figure" and please her hubby.
But wherever she went about in Russia, she
was pampered with dollops of sumptuous
food. On return to India, when she asserted
that she hadn't faced any food crisis, her
hubby retorted: "You don't have to say it. It
shows!" (From Russia with Love).
Third, Of Heroes and Anti-Heroes.
How, at times, a good intention of making an
illiterate person literate can fail- is captured
in 'Educating Meena.' Folks like Meena are
unable to learn because of memory loss due
to some accident; or sheer reluctance; or
diffidence for the fear of making mistakes;
or even consciousness of a social barrier
between the teacher and the targeted taught.

Finally, There is no place like Home.
We have an interesting legend on the
Kayastha clan that Vandana hails from. The
Kayasthas excel in almost all the fields, except
one. Goddess Lakshmi, deviously outwitted
by a clever Kayastha - who tried to help his
poor but honest Brahmin friend, cursed his
clan, so much so they "shall always have brains
but not much money." Hence no Kayasthas
in money-spinning industry or business(Cross
of the Kayasthas).
Dear Readers! On traversing these
middles be assured of- a spring in yourstep
and a smile on your lips (adapting Vandana's
phrases from the Preface).
U Atreya Sarma, Pune
Editor, Poet, Critic & Translator
***

READERS’ MAIL
Please try to keep up the old standard in the stiffness of the Title Page and back page papers.
Also maintain Reader’s opinion Column.
Dr. C. Jacob, District Judge (Retd.), Narsapur

To save postage, the weight of the journal is reduced to below 100 grams. If we receive
letters from readers the same will definitely be published.
Editor, Triveni
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NEW MEMBERS
The following is the list of Donors/ Members who have joined the TRIVENI family during
July-Septemner 2015. The TRIVENI FOUNDATION welcomes them.

Smt. A Satyavathi
Rs.5000/Smt. SK Mangammal Chari Rs.2000/-

Life Members who paid Additional
amount in response to our Appeal
Sri D.C. Chambial
Rs.1000/Smt.Meera Raghavendra Rao Rs.1000/Sri Poranki Dakshina Murthy Rs.1000/-

Life Members:

Annual Members:

Sri G Bal Reddy SP (Retd.)
Dr. P. Rajaram

Sri KSN Murty
Sri Kummari Krushna Prasad

Donors:

AN APPEAL
Journals like TRIVENI devoted to literature and culture, naturally cater to a limited
number of intellectuals and are not to be considered as successful business propositions in
any country. They need the active support of the cultured few. We earnestly solicit the
patronage of philanthropic persons to enlist themselves as Patrons and Donors and extend
their co-operation to the cause of Indian literature and culture. Donations to TRIVENI
are exempt from Income Tax, Under Section 80G (2) &(5) of the I.T. Act, 1961. vide
Proc. No. DIT (E)/HYD/ 80G/52(04)/Ren/08-09, dated: 21-08-2008 of Director of
Income Tax (Exemptions), Hyderabad, deemed to have been extended in perpetuity vide
IT Circular No.7/2010 [F.No.197/21/2010-ITA-I] dt.27-10-2010. Donors are requested
to draw Demand Drafts/Cheques in favour of ‘Triveni Foundation’ payable on any bank in
Hyderabad.
Our dear subscribers may note. In view of the escalation of the paper cost and
printing charges it has become increasingly difficult to meet the expenditure of the journal.We
are constrained to increase the annual subscription to Rs.200/- and life subscription to
Rs.2000/- We shall be grateful if our old members also cooperate with us by sending the
balance amount. Donations are welcome.
TRIVENI FOUNDATION
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Annual Subscription Rs.200/-
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